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Purpose and Scope of the Investigation 
It. is well known that the thermodynamic activity of each .component 
'in a binary solution can be determined rather simply'. by a number of 
methods~ In general, the activity of one of the components is measured 
directly and the other is calculated by means of the Gibbs - Ouhem Equa-
tion (29). 
For the direct measurement of the solute activity at a given tem-
perature the e.m.f. method is most commonly used •. This method, however, 
is· severely limite.d i7:l its t1ppl1cability by the fact that only those 
systems for which stable reversible electrodes are available can be 
investigated .by this technique. 
The alternative to measuring the solute activity directly is, of 
course, to measure the solvent activity. The more common techniques 
available for this purpose are the osmotic pressure method (49), the 
vapor pressure method (S,50) and the isopiestic method (57). Cryoscopic 
a~d ebulliometric techniques (30) are also employed for this purpose, 
/, 
I 
but much less frequently because additional information is needed to 
relate the activity, determined at the boiling or freezing point of the 
0 solution, to the activity at.some standard temperature, e.g. 25. 
Theoretically at least, the osmotic pressure method is capable of 
' extremely high accuracy, since an ideal 1 molal sol'ution will exert an 
1 
2 
osmotic pressure of 22.4 atmospheres. However, ·in practice it is accom-
panied by such experimental difficulties as to make its use very limited. 
The isopiestic method, which is actually a vapor pressure method, is 
quite generally useful in that it can be employed for virtually any 
binary solution provided that one, and only one, component is volatile. 
This method has been refined to a high degree by Robinson and co-workers 
and their data on binary solutions is often considered the standard in 
the field of electrolyte solution thermodynamics (58). Although the 
isopiestic method is perfectly applicable to binary nonaqueous solutions, 
it has not been employed with such solutions to any great extent. One of 
the severe limitations of this method is the fact that its use requires 
: 
a very accurate knowledge of the vapor pressure of a reference solution 
as a function of concentration. 
The vapor pressure method has also been employed quite successfully 
using two other tecb:1.1.iques. One, the gas transpiration technique (50), 
is exceedingly accurate and has been used with excellent success in this 
laboratory for several years (4,43). It can be used successfully in 
multicomponent systems, either aqueous or nonaqueous, provided that at 
least (n~l) of the!! components are reasonably volatile and that a 
method is readily available for analysis of the vapor phase. The ter-
nary systems investigated in this laboratory have been restricted to 
salts in HC1-H20 mixtures, at least partly because of the difficulty 
associated witlt accurately analyzing a more complicated vapor phase. 
The static vapor pressure technique (5) is much simpler than the gas 
transpiration method and would be very much more rapid if only the 
solution phase could be reliably dE~ga'.ssed in a short time. Indeed, 
one of the most serious objections to the static method is the 
3 
difficulty in reliably removing all dissolved gases in a reasonable 
length of time. Since the static method determines the total vapor 
pressure only, an associated method for analyzing the vapor phase is 
still required with multicomponent vapors. 
The purpose of this research was to develop a method for the deter• 
mination of activities based upon an infrared spectrum analysis of the 
equilibrium vapor phase in multicomponent nonaqueous systems. The method 
should have an accuracy comparable to that of the gas transpiration tech-
nique and should be at least as rapid, 
The Gibbs-Duhem Equation for Multicomponent Systems 
At this point a brief mention of the information necessary to 
describe the activity of the various components in a multicomponent 
system seems necessary.· The Gibbs-Duhem equation for a mµlticomponent 
system is the form, 
= 0 (1) 
where n1 ,n2 ~-~- n1 are the number of moles of components 1, 2,, ... i 




l\ + RT ln ai (1) 
After substitution of (2) into (1) and simplifying one obtains, 
= 0 (3) 
Thus it is seen that if the composition of the system and all the activi-
ties but one are known, then the unknown activity can be calculated from 
the above equation. To obtain values for ~i Equation (3) must, of 
4 
course, be integrate4. Methods are readily available for obtaining the 
experimental information necessary for evaluating the resulting integrals 
when i • 2. The solution of Equation (3) for a three component system 
is vastly more difficult than for the binary, and when i • 4 the solu-
tion of Equation (3) is impractical. 
Attention will therefore be restricted to three component systems. 
For such a system Equation (3) becomes, 
(4) 
and since for ideal gases or vapors a • p/p0 Equation (4) reduces to, 
n1dln p1 + n2dln p2 + n3dln a3 = 0 
or using common logs instead of natural logs 
n1dlog p1 + n2dlog p2 + n3dlog a3 • 0 
dividing (6) by n1 gives 
dlog p1 +-n2/n1 dlog p2 + n3/n1 dlog a3 • 0 
If the ratio n2/n1 is kept constant, then n2/n1 = k, 
Using this relation and transposing, iquation (7) becomes, 
dlog p1 + k dlog p2 .. -





. I f n/n3 dlog pl + k jn/n3 dlog p 2 • ~ f dlog a3 (9) 
1000 
Ml = K , where· 
M1 . = molecular weight of compone11t l 
m3 = molality of component 3 
Equation (9) becomes 




'lbus if log p1 and log p2 can be expressed as some analytical func-
tion of m3 , such as .. a simple power series, the integration of the left 
hand side of the equation is easily performed analytically, To evaluate 
the constant Cone must know ! 3 in some reference state, e.g., the satu-
rated solution. If the solid phase i~ both the binary and ternary solu-
tions is the same, one can readily relate the activity of the salt in 
the saturated ternary solution to the activity of the salt in the 
saturated binary solution as described in a later section, 
In order to achieve the objective of this research it was necessary 
to devise a meth'od for accurately and rapidly evaluating the partial 
-pressures of volatile components 1 and 2 from infrared data, 
T.he Inf't·ared Approach 
It was recogrd~ed .that if the method was to be quite. generally use• 
ful, :f.t shot11.d be applicable to systems in which compon~nts 1 and 2 were 
~ny of a wide variety of volatile organic compounds. 
' 
It is well known that all org~nic compounds absorb radiation in the 
infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum. It is also well known 
that no two compounds have identical absorption spectra in this region. 
·Thus, it should be possible 
component 2, and if certain 
to detect component i in the presence of 
. I . 
requirements are met regarding the position 
' I 
and intensity of the absorption bands, it should also be possible to 
determine the cdncentrations of components 1 and 2 in mixtures with each 
other, It was for this reason primarily that the infrared spectrophoto• 
metric technique was chosen .to attack the problem . . 1 
Consider the case of a ternary solution consisting of two volatile 
organic components and an involatile solute. If the ratio of n2/n1 is 
6 
kept constant as required by Equation (8) and n3 is varied over a wide 
range of concentrationsj then the equilibrium vapor pressure exerted by 
each of the volatile components will vary in some regular fashion as the 
concentration of component 3 is changed. At all values of n3 , the par-
tial pressures 1\ and :e2 are related by Dalton's Law. 
(11) 
Here ft is the total pressure exerted by the system. If .!\ is accurately 
measured at equilibrium and if either·.!\.' £2 or the ratio of P/P2 is 
also determined, then both partial pressures can be found. 
Liquid .and Vapor Pha~e Methods 
At lea.st two methods of utilizing infrared spectroscopy as a means 
of determining _e 1 and .:e.2 immediately suggested themselves. The vapors 
in equilibrium with any given ternary solution could be introduced into 
an infrared gas cell and analyzed directly in the vapor phase, or ~he 
equilibrium vaporBJ could be quantitatively condensed, dissolvea in a 
suitable solvent .and analyzed in the liquid phase. Both of these 
approaches were tried during the course' of this research. The former 
method was not very successful and was abandoned after considerable 
work was done on it, The latter methoci' was found. to be quite satisfa.c-
tory but only after it was decided t'o use the near infrared region of 
the spectrum for analysis. 
Although the first approach, i.e., the vapor phase analysis did 
not prove entirely successful, nevertheless, a brief mention will be 
made of it at this point so that one 9an appreciate the reason why this . .. ' 
approach was chosen first. It appeared that the most obvious and 
apparently the simplest technique would be to construct an apparatus 
7 
to measure Et at equilibrium, by means of the static method, and then to 
allow the equilibriµm vapors to expand into an evacuated infrared gas 
cell of fixed dimensions and obtain g1 and ~ 2 by the use of Beer's law. 
Beer's law can be expressed as 
O. D. = (12) 
where O. D. is the optical density or absorbance of the vapors. Since 
pressure is also a concentration term one may write (12) as 
O. D. = (13) 
If two wave lengths, JI.:: A and I\= B are chosen such that component 
1 absorbs strongly at A and weakly at B, and component 2 absorbs strongly 
at B and weakly at A, and if Beer's law is followed £or both components 
.at both wave lengths, then the optical density at A and B is given by: 
( O. D. ) A "' k p l 1 + k2p2 
( O. D. )B k3P1 + k4Pz 
where 
kl = absorption coefficient of component l at wave length A 
k2 "' absorption coefficient of component 2 at wave length A 
k3 = absorption coeffident of component 1 at wave length B 
k4 = absorption coefficient of component 2 at wave length B 
( O. D. ) A and ( O. D. ) B = optical density or absorbance a~ wave 
length A and B respectively. 
(14) 
(15) 
The t values can be calculated by determining the optical density 
of both pure components under known pressures at the wave lengths A and B 
and solving Equation (13) for !<fl~ .15:2 , ~3 , and !5,4 . Having thus determined 
the~ values, one can·solve (14) and (15) simultaneously for the unknown 
quantities !\ and. £2 , 
8 
For a number of reasons which will be discussed later, Equation (13) 
did not correctly express the relationships between O. D. and p. for the 
. -i 
compounds investigated, and consequently Equations (14) and (15) were 
only useful as'first approximations. Aside from this theoretical diffi-
culty, the vapor phase technique presented serious experimental difficul-
ties which will also be discussed later. 
In the liquid phase method, the equilibrium vapors are quantitatively 
condensed, dissolved in a transparent solvent, and the concentration of 
each component calculated from Equations (16) and (17) which are analo-
gous to (14) and (15) 
= 
Here g1 and £z are the concentrations of components 1 and 2 in grams 
(16) 
(17) 
I 100 grams of solvent. Equations (16) and (17) can be solved simutane-
ously to yield the ratio ( c/c2 ), From the values of this ratio the 
partial pressures .E.i and £z can be calculated from the following 
equations: 





P2 = pt 
1 + M2 cl 
(19) 
Ml c2 
where.!\ the total equilibrium pressure, M1 and M2 = the molecular 
weight of components 1 and 2 respectively. Since the liquid phase tech-




A survey of the literature indicated that very few studies had been 
made in which the activities of all of the components in multicomponent 
systems were determined. In addition to the work done in this laboratory 
on solutions of transition metal salts in HC1-H20 mixtures, considerable 
· work has also been done on systems in which all three of the compone)lts 
were volatile (31, 33, 34; 47, 53). However, with such systems it is 
not necessary to use the Gibbs - Duhem equation to calculate activities, 




Some work has been done on ternary systems containing one organic compo.-
nent such as alcohol, a salt and water (37), In such instances, however, 
the activity of the salt was not calculated. The electromotive force 
method has been employed to some extent to determine the activity of HCl 
i 
I 
in water - alcohol mixtures (6, 2,:S, 42, 44, 48). In these experiments,. 
however, the activity of the organic component was not determined. 
No work at all has been reported on the determination of the activ-
ities of all componen~s in ternary nonaqueous solutions containing an 
inorganic salt. In fact, it is very st,irprising to note an almost 
complete lack of information availabl~ on the activities of even binary 
nonaqueous solutions containing an inorganic salt, despite the fact 
that such information is rather easy to obtain and could be of consider-
able importance in elucidating the thermodynami~s involved in distilla-
/ 1 
I . 
tion or liquid-liquid extraction experiments. For/ a few systems of 
special interest, however, soµie data are availabfe, For example, 
Rowley (60) has measured the vapor pressure of .diethyl ether solutions 
10 
of magnesium bromide. In this instance, however, the activity of the 
salt was not calculated. 
Infrared spectroscopy has long been used for the quantitative identi-
fication of organic compounds (7), and more recently it has been used 
for the different components in mixtures. The literature contains many 
reports on the quantitative analysis of many different compounds, both 
alone and in mixtures with other compounds. The journal, Analytical 
Chemistry, now devotes a special small· section to infrared quantitative 
analysis data. The number of papers published on the analysis of vari-
ous organic compounds by different infrared techniques is too great to 
I 
list; however, certain sele'cted referenc¢s from· the general literature 
i ' 
will be given to provide the necessary b~ckground information concern-
I 
ing the theory and techniques of infrared spectroscopy in general. A 
few references will also be given to papers concerned with. the quantita-
tive analysis of compounds containing functional groups, .the same as, 
or simular to the ones investigated in this research. 
Karcher (26). has described an apparatus and procedure for the 
i' 
accurate determination of the concentration of ethanol in either liquid 
or gaseous hydrocarbon streams. Colon and Frediani (8) have determined 
I 
the concentration of alcohol in ether by an infrared technique. 
Heacock (18) has informed the author. that the infrared spectroscopy 
group at the Phillips Petroleum Company Laboratories often performs 
routine analyses accurate to 1% on six-<:omponent hydrocarbon systems. 
Hudson (23) has recently reported on the accurate analysis of a ten-
component halogenated hydrocarbon syst,em. 
,, ' 
Analysis of hydrocarbons is, in general, simpler than that for 
polar compounds because hydrocarbons form more nearly ideal solutions, 
11 
and their absorption maxima do not shift very much with concentration or 
temperature. There are many other factors which make hydrocarbon systems 
easier to work with, but it is unnecessary to list them here. Liquid 
hydrocarbons were not considered in this work because of the extremely 
low solubility of inorganic salts in them. 
Friedel (13) has very recently published a critical summary of the 
uses and limitations of analytical methods involving infrared spectra in 
the vapor state. 
Since it was only quite recently that spectrophotometers utilizing 
detectors sensitive to radiation in the near-infrared region have be-
come cormnercially available·, it is understandable that the number of 
analytical investigations in t.he near'."'infrared or overtone region is 
quite small. Few quantitative analyses in this region have been carried 
out, even though the relative simplicity of the spectra an.d the excel-
lent electronic and optical properties of the near-infrared spectrophoto-
meters make this region an almost ideal one in which to perform many 
types of analyses. Some work in the near-infrared has been reported, 
however. 
Mecke (38) has investigated the effect of hydrogen bonding on the 
OH absorption band in the near infrared .. 
Mitchell et al. (41) have determined the acetyl content of cellu~ 
lose acetate by determining the concentration of residual OH groups. 
This analysis was performed with an error of less than 1% by absorption 
spectrophotometry in the near infrared region. 
Very recently Washburn (68) has determined the concentration of 
pentanol in bromopentane with an accuracy of better than 1% by utilizing 
the absorption band at 2740 millimicrons which is characteristic of the 
12 
Ofl group in most alcohols. 
While not much .literature is yet available on analytical techniques 
in the near infrared, a wealth of general information on the theory and 
practice of medium infrared spectroscopy is available. The article by 
'Jones and Sandorfy (69) should be read by anyone seriously considering 
experimentation in infrared spectroscopy. Bellamy's book (1) on the 
infrared spectra of complex molecules also contains interesting and 
informative material for the beginner, as well as for those experienced 
in the field. 
Thompson and Sutherland (66) have reviewed the field of infrared 
spectroscopy and offer many helpful suggestions for the novice. 
A paper by Gorden and Powell (15) was found to be extremely helpful 
in initiating some of the early work of this research. The authors dis-
cussed the merits of var.ious experimental procedures and the effect of 
many variables on the accuracy obtainable by the infrared method. The 
Perkin-Elmer manual (51) which is furnished to purchasers of Perkin-
Elmer instruments should also be consulted by the beginner. Here, many 
techniques are discussed in very simple language and many references are 
given to more detailed explanations of certain phases of infrared spectro-
scopy. 
Nielsen (45) Brattain (2) and E'dedel (12) describe several methods 
for determining accurate optical density values from I.. R spectra. 
They also define terms and nomenclature which are accepted as standard 
by the Journal of Analytical Chemistry in which most of the quantita-




fu First Gas-Phase AJ?paratus. 
As mentioned earlier, the first method of approach to ,the problem 
of measuring the partial pressure of the various components in the 
,1 
equilibrium vapor phase was a direct vapor-phase analysis, Hence it was 
necessary to design and test an apparatus in which. one could collect and 
analyze various organic vapors at known partial and to.tal pressures. 
Since changes in design were constantly being made during the course of 
the research, it is impr.actical to describe all the experi:mental modifi-
cations, There were, however, essentially two different types of appa-
ratus used in the vapor-phase analysis experiments. Since the vapor-
phase technique prov~d unsatisfac 1tory for precise quantitative measure-
ments, the apparatus used in these experiments will be only very briefly 
described. 
In general, the apparatus shown in Figure 1 was manipulated as 
' 
follows: The organic liquid to be tesfed was first thoroughly degassed 
i 
by distilling under vacuum several milliliters of liquid from flask .[ · 
through the valve _y1 into a cold trap placed before the vacuum pump. 
After about 10 ml. of liquid had been distilled, all of the dissolved 
gases were considered removed. The entire system (w,ith the exception of 
/ 
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15 
McLeod Gauge . Then with y
1 
closed, the organic vapor was admitted into 
the system until the desired pressure was obtained, the pressure in the 
system being read on manometer M· Cell f was removed, and the optical 
density of the gas was determined by infrared absorption. Since it was 
later found necessary to measure optical densities at the same total 
pressure regardless of t he partial pressure of the organic vapor, nitro-
gen, which is optically transparent, was introduced into the system 
through y
5 
i n order. to bring the pressure in the cell to a predetermined 
value, e.g . 122 mm Hg . 
High Vacuum Valves. 
Early work showed that the system employing lubricated stopcocks 
was entirely unsatisfactory because of adsorption of the vapors by th~ 
stopcock y
2 
since i t was constantly in contact with the vapors. It was 
found necessary also to ·dismantle the large stopcock y2 , clean.it, re- . 
grease it , and reas semble it whenever a new vapor was introduc~d into 
the cell. 
To avoid the difficulties associated with stopcocks it became 
necessary to modify the apparatus by introducing bellows-sealed high 
vacuum valves in place of vacuum stopcocks. At the time Hoke, Inc. (21) 
manufactured the only valves suitable t:~r this purpose (Model 434) .. 
They were brass needle valves simila~ to those used to regulate the flow 






, etc., with, however, ··a bronze 
' . 
bellows instead of packing to provide a more positive seal against · 
leakage and contamination . 
Second Gas Phase Apparatus , 
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the original~ with th~ exception that the needle valves described above 
were used in place of the vacuum stopcocks. The apparatus was construct~ 
ed mainly of 3/8 11 coppet> t:ubfog instead of glass. This resulted in a 
stronger and more flexible $ystem than the previous allMglass one. The 
method of operatfot:1 WM preH:dsely the same except that the cell was re• 
moved for: andyfds by @lill'JlCt'ff11J:lLng the brass coupling BC1 connected to the 
valve y3 instead of by disconnecting the standard taper joint as with 
the prev:lo1.rn des:ltgtl\ n. 
Although the new desig~ iminated a very serious difficulty, that 
of adsorption of the vapors by the lubricant, it introduced a few new 
difficulties of its o~m. The most serious disadvantage introduced by 
the use of metal high~vaccuru valves was the greater possibility of leak-
age. This was complic<llltad by the in1possibility of using a Tesla coil 
to locate th~ leak~ they did occur. Associated with.each valve, 
there were a total of four likely location.a where leakage could occur: 
the two coupl jo;l.ued the valve to the rest of the system, the 
seat, and the bellows. !he danger of leakage was very real too, since 
leaks were discovered at each of the locations described above at vari-
ous times dud.ng the ope:i:'£!,tion of the apparatus. 
Besides the possibility of leakage at the valves there existed the 
even more serious danger of leakage at the windows of the gas cell. 
The gasket material used to make a high vacuum seal between the cell 
and the silver chloride windows had to be of such a nature that it would 
not preferential adso~b any vapor with which it crune in contact. This 
eliminated natUJCl;'ill rubber 9 neoprene, apiezon wax, polyethylene, etc. 
Teflon and amalgamated lead were used but without any real success. 
Teflon, unfortunately, was found to have the property of "Creeping" 
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under pressure and would not hold a vacuum for any great length of time. 
The amalgamated lead.gaskets reacted with the silver chloride windows 
and liberated crystals of free silver, thereby ruining the windows and. 
allowing leakage. When no gaskets were used at all the brass cell re-
acted with the silver chloride windows. Possible methods of eliminating 
some of these difficulties are discussed in a later section. 
The Condensed Phase !EJ?_aratus. 
When it was determim~d that Beer' 1a law was indeed followed quite 
closely by the compounds under investig.a1.t:'Lon at wavelengths in the near 
infrared, it was decided to construct an apparatus which would permit 
one to measure J\ and then to quantitati.vely condense the equilibrium 
vapor. It should be as simple and accurate as possible, yet rugged 
enough to stand long use w:f. thout failure. The final design of this 
apparatus satisfactorily met these requirements. It was exceedingly 
compact, employed only two valves, and was extremely rugged. It was 
used for about six months without failure of any of its parts. 
Since this apparatus proved so highly successful, it will be des-
cribed in some detail and a short explanation will be given of the 
function of the various parts. 
The condensed-phase apparatus is shown in Figure 3. The components 
not shown are the Welch Duo-Seal pump, capable of a vacuum of better 
than 10 microns of mercury, and a tipping McLeod gauge with a range 
from 1.0 micron to 1,0 mm of mercury pressure. 
The glass stopcock §Q.1 which was a permanent part of the vacuum 
system was a special high-vacuum type fabricated by Corning. Dow 
silicone high~vacuum stopcock grease was used as the lubl;'icant. The 
rubber tubing was a four-foot length of flexible heavy-wal.l vacuum 
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tubing which allowed movement of the entire apparatus from the bench to 
the constant temperi!1ture bath. Both 1\ and y2 were vacuum valves of a 
new type manuf.acture.d Hoke, Inc. (A 434) which were free from some of 
the disadvantages of the earlier models (see the above section on the 
gas-phase apparatus), Valves y1 and y2 were joined to the glass system 
~ 3/8u O. D. Pyre,t to Kovar graded seals purchased from Wakefield. 
Industries (67). l'he manometer was constructed from 16 mm heavy-wall 
Pyrex tubing. A nl",x·1cov,;- c01,Btriction 'of about 1 mm was put in one arm 
of the manometer to prevent the :mercury from rupturing the closed end 
in the event that gas was intKoduced too rapidly into the system. On 
to the "closed end" of the manometer there was sealed a fine Pyrex frit. 
After evacuation of the manometer thru the frit, it was closed by a 
column of clean mercury about 40 mm in height. This was used rather 
than a glass seal because it greatly facilitated cleaning.the manometer, 
and also enabled one to easily pump out any air that had desorbed from 
the walls of the mm1omete:1::, The .entire back of the manometer was paint-
ed with blackboard paint except for a, vertical slit about 1 mm wide down 
the center of the tubing which was left unpainted. Light shields were 
made from thin aluminum foil in such a fashion that they could slide up 
and down each arm of the manometer. Before each reading these were 
placed about 1 mm above the mercury meniscus to prevent any stray light 
from striking the mercury surface; the vertical slit was illuminated 
from behind and the height of the menisci were read with a Gaertner 
ca the tome terr to the 1r1earest O. 1 mm. With the above precautions the 
meniscus appeared as an eJrtremely sharp line and co.uld be easily and 
accurately read. If such precautions were not used, reflections from 
' the mercury surface made it impossible to determine the exact position 
\ . 
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of the meniscus, and r eproducibl e readings could not be made. 
Connecting the .manometer to the bulb was a U-shaped mercury trap. 
This was cons iderably more flexible than a straight piece of tubing,and 
it effectively prevented mercury. from entering the bulb, dripping down 
in y2 and ruining it by amalgamation. Occasionally a few small droplets 
of liquid condensed in the left arm, and when the system was evacuated 
the liquid boiled v i olently and pushed mercury out of the manometer into 
the trap. At intervals the bottom was r emoved from the trap, the mer-
cury discarded and a new bottom put in. 
The solution t o be examined was placed in the 125 ml Florence 
flask FF equipped with a small uncoated alnico bar magnet. Glass 
coated magnets were found to be unsat i sfactory because they invariably 
broke and re l eased air into the previous ly degas sed system. Teflon 
covered magne t s were regarded as unsuitable because they ~ave been 
known to explode under .vacuum . Pl astic : coated magnets could not be 
used because they reacted with the solution . Alnico itself, ho'l:"'ever, 
was completely inert toward t he sys tem used and would be expect~d to 
be inert towards most organic compounds. The flask was equipped with 
a!' 19/38 male joint which was specially lapped into the female joint 
sealed to the rest of the sys tem. The finest grade (600 mesh) of 
carborundum was used fo r the preliminar y grinding and Fisher polishing 
alumina was used for the final po lishing. This resulted in an extremely 
close fit whi ch had very Httle , tenden~y to bind and was practically 
vacuum t i gh t even without the mercur y .seal. When joints were used as 
.they came from the manufacturer, t hey tended to bind, and it became very 
difficult to detach FF from the system . 
I 
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The receivers B:, m<RclGJ fi:©m a 28 mm test tube and a! 10/30 male 
joint, were designed t@ hold 10 inl of liquid. Since they were to be 
subjected to very low temperat~res, they had to be annealed carefully 
before. use. The! 10/30 joint of each received was specially lapped as 
described, and in &J.tlditi©1:R wa@ sealed w:tth mercury. After collection 
of a sample, th@ receiv~r was closed by a specially fabricated teflon 
stopper. Individual stoppers were made for each receiver because the 
fit was so (il~t!l!Ct t:h~t:: they could not ~e interchanged. As an example of· 
their effectiveness, a :rece:J';vei ©on.tBi,11.:tng cs2 was sealed with a teflon 
stopper and weighed to the nea%'tH~ t O. 1 mg, ; three days later it was 
weighed again and showed no· loss in weight. The stoppers were made as 
follows: A .1/t~" teflon rod waii :r.otated in the chuck of a drill press 
u.ntU it had an extrem,e1y gentle taper.. It was then just able to fit 
into the receiver neck, The itopper~ while still rotating was then 
gently fc;,rced into the neck of the receiver, Under the influence of the 
gentle pressu:r.~ ahd the heat generated by friction, the teflon "flowed" 
very slightly 1,rnd ass\\)!uied the a:ii;a,:;t dimensions of the receiver neck. 
The stopper also acquLred ~ gl~ssdlike smoothness as a result of this 
treatment. 
Cells. 
lnfrare2 Gas ~ell, The two infrared gas cells (Figure 4) were each 
fashioned out of brass and were fitted with silver chloride windows of 
about 5 mm thickness, Thinner and consequently more transparent windows 
were tried but were :tom.id to be completely unsatisfactory, When sub-
jected to a vacuum for even a short time, the thin windows became de-
formed, thereby losing their planarity and changing the effective path 
cell, The silver chloride w:i,ndows were made by Harshaw Scientific Com-
pany (7), 
JI:'"' .-. . , .. 
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']:he cell used for liquid-phase analy-
sis in the medi1,v.m wa~. a standard fixed-thickness cell manufac-
tured by the Coi:pot'atfon. The thickness was 1. 0 mm and 
the window~, w~K'•;c, of rod., L11s1l to The cell was £:!.lled by means of a hypo-
dermic teflon stoppers provided by the 
The cells used for analysis in the near 
' 
iiiatdl\ed s:llica cells manufactured by Pyro-
cell Company ~fo c,ciumiir,1a1,c:Ldlly ava:Uable liquid cell was found 
suitable for use with such volatile solvents as cs2,cc14, so the 
· standard cells weT.e modified t!S follows. A 6 mm diameter hole was 
drilled in cm 11m1 ;t 13 mra x 5 mrn. Thls hole was t.J'."lered 
slightly by glr' CS!lr:'boruudum and a tapered.carbon rod. The 
final gr:tndiug W.8\s dt:i1;1e ,si 'CT 7 /25 male joint and polishing alumina. 
The male joint waa rJ(~~h,d with 11 torch at the top and bottom and this 
was used oath~ j flat piece of glass was 
sealed to. the silica cell with glass." It could be removed for 
cleaning iU: ln hot water for about an hour. This 
type of celll 
gas cell was thermostatted during the 
it in an 8 pound bronze block fitted with a 
thermometmc well 1Cl:1bo the thermonteter well was placed a 
lator (37°) :b:1 d.11c;, ttlELl'Glt.U'Y :f :1.lled tube actuated a 100 watt hot~ 
tt'onic relay. The hot .. plat rheostat was 
adjusted so as to operatcJ tit .ti.bout: 20 watts. Temperature control was 
0 accurat~ to about 0,1 . 
Thermostat for Condensed Phase Apparatus. The thermostat for the 
condensed-phase apparatus consisted of a large (9 gallon) cylindrical 
Pyrex jar filled with water. Heat was supplied by a 100 watt knife-
25 
type heater actuated by a mercurial thermoregulator ~ a Fisher-Serfass 
electronic relay. 0 Cooling was by cold water (about 15) passed at a 
slow rate thru 12 feet of coiled 3/811 copper tubing. Extremely effi-
cient stirring was obtained by use of a Little Giant centrifugal pump 
submersed in the bath (32). 
. 0 0 
temperature was kept at 25.00 ± 0.01 
' 0 and was measured by a thermometer (Cenco #19247) graduated in 0.05 
divisions, which had been calibrated in the laboratories of the Conti~ 
0 nental Oil Company, Ponca City, Oklahoma against a 0.01 thermometer 
calibrated by the Nat:l.onal Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C. 
Spectrophotometers. 
The Perkin-Elmer Model 12C. All of the spectrophotometric measure-
ments made in the medium infrared, i.e. all of the gas-phase measure-
ments and some of the early li.quid-phase measurements, were made with 
the Perkin-Elmer Model 12C single-beam infrared spectrometer. This 
instrument was equipped throughout with sodium chloride optics. As 
mentioned earlier the liquid cell also had sodium chloride optics, but 
" " I 
the gas cell was equipped with silver c,hlor:l,de windows. The first data 
were obtained by calculating the optical density from the observed 
optical transmission values,,!; and _!0 , recorded by an L & N speedomax 
recorder, Large voltage fluctuations of the electricity in the labora-
tories caused objectionable drift and instability in/ the recorder 
I 
amplifier, and as a: result the. transmission values/varied by + 1% or 
I . / . -
. . 
mo;re of full scale during the course of an analysis. Later measurements 
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were made by by-passing the recorder completely and recording !
0 
and! 
with a Rubicon "High -Prec ision Type B" potentiometer. Besides eliminat-
ing much of t he instability and drift it effectively "expanded" the trans-
mission scal e so that optical densi ties could be calculated with much 
greater degree of accuracy. A very excellent description of the theory 
and operation of the instr ument i s available in the Perkin-Elmer Instruc-
tion Manual (51) . 
The Beckman ~- DK- 1. The final and most successful analyses 
were made using the near infrared region of the spectrum (3.0 micron -
0.9 micron) and the Beckman DK-1 quar tz spectrophotometer. Whenever 
this regi on and the medium infrared can ' both be used for analysis, the 
DK-1 i s to be greatly prefert·ed because it offers many optical, mechan-
ical and electronic advantages over the older 12-C. ijowever, in generai 
the medi um infrared region is much more useful especially for qualita-
tive analys is than the near i nfr ared. No , description of the instrument 
needs to be given except to menti on tha t :it is an automatic scanning 
double-beam spectrometer equipped with quartz optics. Detection of near 
infrared r adiation is accompli shed by an extremely sensitive lead sul-
fide detector. The double beam fea ture allows exact compensation for 
solvent and cell absorption and automatically compensates for such 
variables as fluctuatio.1:?- of s our ce intensity, · small variations in line 
voltage, changes in ampli f ier character istics, etc. 
Misce llaneous . 
Standard Spluti-On Vials, In t he -preparation of s t andard solutions . 
of highly volatile compounds, extrem'.e care must be exercised to prevent 
evaporation during , and after, the preparation of the samples. Standard 
solutions were prepared in t en 10 ml-vials similar to the receivers 
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described earlier (Page 20) except for not having the male joint. The 
ends were fire polished and flared slightly with a carbon rod. Individ-
ual teflon stoppers were fabricated for each individual vial by the 
method already described. The standard stock-solution was prepared in 
a 40 ml vial with the same type neck and stopper. 
Stirrer. Stirring of the solution in the condensed-phase apparatus 
was done by a unique submersible stirrer designed and built by Dr. C. E. 
Miller of this laboratory, 
Procedure 
Investigation of Possible Compounds for ™ in the Vapor Phase.· 
After construction of the apparatus (Figure 1) attention was given 
to the selection of organic compounds which might be used in the study. 
While in principle, virtually any compound could be used for investiga-
tive purposes such as these, it seemed desirable to choose initially 
those compounds whose properties were such as to minimize experimental 
complications. Ideal compounds should therefore fulfill the following 
criteria: 
1) The compounds should have one qr more strong absorption bands 
which are characteristic of an atomic group peculiar to this compound 
only. 
2) The absorption band should be at a frequency where all other 
compounds in the system show little or no absorption. 
3) 
0 The compounds should have appreciable vapor pressures at 25 , 
e.g. about 40 = 200 mm Hg, 
4) All compounds to be used in mixtures should be miscible in au· 
proportions. 
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5) The compoun,ds should be easy to obtain in a high degree of 
pvirity with .a m:f..nimu~ of purification techniques. 
6) They should show extreme chemical stability at temperatures up 
0 . 
to 40 with respect to oxidation, decomposition, etc. 
7) They should show solvent properthi,j for inorganic salts. 
8) They should not undergo chemical iticeraction in either ·the 
liquid or the vapor phase. 
9) The vapors should behave as nearly as possible like ideal gases. 
Compounds Tried~ Chosen. On the basis of the above criteria, 
the following compounds were considered possibilities: methanol, ethyl-
ene chloride, acetone, ethyl ether,i carbon disulfide, carbon terachlo-
ride, and chloroform. The fir.st step in determining the suitability of 
the above compounds was to obtain.their individual absorption spectra 
at various pressures over the entire frequency ran~e suita?le for 
analytical purposes. After this had been done, all of the spectra were 
' 
compared with one another to determine which compounds were optically 
incompatible, It was recognized that if the absorption spectra of two 
compounds were such that the only useful absorption bands strongly 
interfered, a mixture of such compounds would be extremely difficult .. 
to analyze by purely optical methods, and such components must be con~ 
sidered mutually incompatible. Some·compounds like ethyl ether were 
found to be incompatible with all the others because at. its normai 
vapor pressure (537 mm at 25°) the opt:f...cal density over the entire 
spectral range was so great that the detection of any other component 
in a mixture would be impractical. 
After considering all of the criteria mentioned earlier, as well 
as the shape and the intensity of the absorption spectra, it was 
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concluded that of the compounds mentioned earlier, methanol and ethylene 
chloride would form the most satisfactory mixture. 
,Vapor. Phase Analy~is, 
Optical WJ.Sj_!Y ±';\c¥=L~ny,mts 9}: Methanol a11d §_thylene Chloride. To 
f:tnd the concent:rntion o:2 both components in a mixture from a measu~e-
ment of the optical deru:iity, two methods can be used. The first and 
simpler method can be ns(~d if both substances obey Beer's law at the 
wave lengths cho~wn. As sho's',;rn 1.n .::in io:arlier section, this method .simply 
requires the solution o:C the two ,;;:tmul t.:,.naou:::; equations representing 
Beer's law, Equations (Vi) and (15). If Beer's law is not followed over 
the entire rnngtt of concc~ntrnt:ions, t1 grnphic,,;.l oolution may still be 
possible. '!'hie t11t::thod of: iteration ia 1:1ctually n method of successive 
approximations und only that we h.r,;ve e. graphical relationship 
between the optical dcnnity and concentration for both components at . 
both wave lenc;ths. 'f.h:tt, u,)cond meth<.1d :!.s, at best, quite time consum-
:l.ng but, :never o}t.te1.u1ivi;1 npplice1t:ion in industrial process 
control bee1auoe quite lYi:tet1 in practice. systems of interest deviate 
considerably ft:otil 11@.et' • o lnw·, 
l:lQgt.n:clJ.obo o:t o:t the ubtrvc: meth~)ds are· used, it is necessary 
to obta.irt optiict.tl tlcinuit;r~conc~m.trntion data ov~r a wide, range of con-
centratio1:u1. Ikinco th~ lot\icul first step tow.1rd the analysis of mix-
tures in the vupo:t' phc1se, \'11;:w tt> try to obtain the relation which 
precisely dcccrib~d the optical density of a vapor as a function of its 
coneentrat;l{m or pct·tti.ul i.;r(rn:ciurc. Since the vapor-phase method was 
tried first but wuo 1;:1vct1tuully uhandoned in favor of simpler and more 
rel:lablei methodD, it suffic.el.l to mention only bX'i.efly the more impor• 
tant techniques and to g·rrtph,foti.1 ly summt1rize the data. Only as much 
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detail is given as is considered necessary to.clearly describe the essen-
tials of the operatio.n. 
Measurement .Qi Optical Density_!! Variable Total Pressure. In the 
first set of experiments the brass cell was completely evacuated and 
either air-free methanol or ethylene chloride was admitted into the 
ijystem. Since the total pressure ft in the cell was that produced by 
the pure organic vapor alone, Pt = pi' where £i is the partial pres-
sure of the vapor. The pressure ft was read from the manometer, and the 
cell was removed for analysis. The cell containing the vapo·r at know:1 
pressure was then placed in the light path and the transmission! was 
read directly from the recorder. Because the spectrometer would not 
reproduce the 100% transmission line, I ~ over long periods of tir::0, e.g. . -o 
! 
ten minutes, it was necessary to use the: following scheme for obtaining 
, · 
i 
! 0 , this was obtained a~ any desired wave length by putti~g the evac-
uated cell in the light path and setting the recorder at 100% trans-
mission. then a beam attenuator in the form of a lead disc with a hole 
in the center was placed in the Ught.path and the transmission at this 
particular wave length was noted. To ~e-establish at a later time the 
conditions under which I measured 100%, it was only necessary to place -o 
the attenuator in the light path and adjust the amplifier gain until 
the in tend ty was again the same as. or:l.ginally observed with the disc 
in position. The optical density was then determined from th,e defining 
relation O. D; = log I I I and plotted against the observed pressure. 
0 
For purposes of analysis the ethylene chloride absorption maximum at 
8.07 microns was chosen and an absorption minimum for methanol at 9.75 
microns was used. A minimum in the absorption curve for methanol was 
e 
chosen rather than a maximum because the extinction coefficients at the 
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methanol maxima were much too high to be useful at any but the lowest 
pressures. The results of some analyses by this method are shown in 
Figure S for methanol and Figure 6 for ethylene chloride. During the 
course of these experiments it became desirable to investigate the effect 
of slit width on the measured optical density. Figure 6 shows this for 
ethylene chloride, In the visible region the effect of slit width.is 
usually not nearly so critical, but because infrared absorption bands 
are often quite narrow, it was found absolutely imperative that the 
same size slit width be used for all measurements. It was always ob-
served that at an absorption maximum the extinction coefficient increased 
as the light became more nearly monochromatic. Hence the extinction 
coefficient decreased with increasing slit width. 
Measurement of Optical Density!!,! Constant 1.2..t!il_ Pressure. It was 
observed during the early experiments that if the total pr~ssure in the 
cell was increased by the admission of a second gas, even an optically 
transparent gas like nitrogen, then the optical density of the absorbing 
· gas was increased. This effect has been observed by others and is dis~ 
cussed in a paper by Wilson and Wells (70). Hu.dson (22) has found that 
although strictly speaking the change in optical density depends on the 
. nature of the added gas, a very good approximation of the effect of 
most gases could be obtained by measuring the effect of adding some 
simple gas like nitrogen. Since in the analysis of real ternary solu-
tions, it was recognized that the total pressure would not be constant, 
it was decided to measure the optical densities of methanol and ethyl-
ene chloride at various partial pressures, enough nitrogen being added 
to bring the total pressure to some predetermined value (in this case 
122 nnn Hg).· 
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Figure 5 
Optical Density vs Pressure 
Methanol ?,. =9.7,V-£ (min) Pt variable 
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Since there was positive evidence of adsorption of the organic 
vapors by the stopcoc~ lubricant throughout the system in quantities 
sufficient to affect the optical density, a new all metal system (Fig-
ure 2) was constructed, replacing all the lubricated ~topcocks by 
bellows-sealed vacuum valves, A technique was devised whereby the cell 
could be filled to some known pressure with the organic vapor, and then 
"nitrogen admitted until the total pressure was 122 mm $.g. The optical 
density was determined in prec:l.sely the same manner as previously des-
cribed. The results of analyses carried out in this manner are summa-
rized in Figures 7 and 8. It was noted that although the results were 
considerably better than with the first method, at optical density 
' 
values greater than. unity very serious deviations from Beer's law 
occurred, especially for methanol. It was suspected that the apparent 
deviation from Beer's law was actually caused by instability and drift 
in the spectrometer or recorder amplif:f.er. It should be pointed out 
that at optical density values of around 1.0 a recorder drift of one 
scale division (and this was not unu1:1ual) introduced an error of 10% 
or more in the transmission value. To avoid the difficulties associated 
with the limited range of measurable optical densities and the instabil~ 
ity of the recorder, it was decided to by-pass the. recorder and to meas-
ure the output of the spectrometer directly with a high precision poten-
tiometer. The potentiometer, besidf:lS eliminating the ins ta bi 1i ty 
associated with the recorder, effectively increased the range of meas-
urable optical densities by a factor of at least 10. For example, with 
the recorder _I could be measured to only 1/500 of I, whereas with the -o 
potentiometer I could be measured to about l/S,000 of I, Another series - . -o 
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the rec.:>rder to measure the signal from the spectrophotometer. The 
results of these analyses are shown graphically in Figure 9, 
Comparison of Figures 8 and 9 shows the tremendous advantage gained 
,by the use of the potentiometer in measuring high optical densities. 
Although methanol did not follow Beer's law exactly over the entire 
investigated pressure range, its partial pressure 2 1 could be determined 
from a working curve with an accuracy of about± 2.0%. 
Experimental Difficulties Encountered in VaEor Phase Analyses. 
Although the best measurements in the gas phase showed some promise of 
being useful, there was still observed an unexplained .increase in trans-
mission with the length of time th'at the cell remained on the spectro-
meter. A series of experiments were performed to see .if decomposition 
of the vapor, shift of absorption maximum or incomplete mixing of the 
vapors was responsible for this. No evidence could be.fou!ld which in-
dicated that decomposition or shift in position of absorption maxima 
occurred to an extent sufficient to cause the observed change in optical 
density with time. Thorough mixing did, in fact, have some effect on 
the optical density, but an undesirable increase in transmission with 
time was still observed even after vigorously shaking the cell into 
which fifteen one-half inch square pice~ of silver foil had been added. 
It was also noted that the silver chloride windows were not at all 
optically homogeneous and, therefore, positioning the cell in precisely 
the same location in the light path was absolutely imperative if reli-
able results were to be obtained. 
Although it is conceivable that the gas-phase method of analysis 
i 
might be made to work, it was apparent that it would require entirely 
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This was true both with respect to the operation of the instrument it-
self and to the process of collecting the sample for analysis. It was 
for this reason, mainly, that further work with the gas phase method was 
discontinued in favor of a much simpler technique. 
Liquid Phase Analysis in the Medium Infrared Region. 
Advantages. Since the analysis of gases presented so many diffi-
culties, it was decided to investigate the possibility of analyzing the 
equilibrium vapors in the liquid phase by first quantitatively condens-
ing the vapors and then dissolving them in carbon disulfide, which is 
practically transparent to infrared radiation. It was expected that 
this method would eliminate, some of the more serious difficulties en-
countered in the vapor phase procedure. Some important advantages to be 
gained by liquid phase analysis were: 
1) Elimination of the need for a suitable gasket material for the 
gas cell. 
2) Elimination of the problem of mixing vapors. 
3) Elimination of pressure contro,l difficulties. (Careful control 
of the final pressure was necessary with the gas phase method.) 
4) Ability to work in the concentration range which offered 
maximum accuracy. 
Analyses. It can be proved that maximum analytical accuracy in 
spectrophotometric analyses occurs when the transmission is 37%. A few 
preliminary experiments with the standa:rd fixed thickrtess liquid cell 
(1 mm) showed that this condition resulted when the concentrations of 
m'ethanol and ethylene chloride were· O,il0% and O. 22% by weight respec-
tively. Although ·one could not, of course, control the ratio of the 
components in the equilibrium vapor,, it was possible to. add sufficient 
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carbon disulfide to the condensed liquid to make the concentration of one 
of the components fall in this optimum concentration range. 
Solutions of various known concentrations of methanol in carbon 
disulfide were prepared and the optical density was determined at A.= 10.2 
microns. The results are shown in Figure 10, Similar determinations 
were made for ethylene ~hloride at~= 14.3 microns and these results 
are shown in Figure 11. 
After many analyses had been made with the same liquid cell, it was 
observed that the standard curve could no longer be reproduced and that 
all of the later values fell above the earlier ones, i.e. after continued 
use of the same cell for· long periods of time, the optkal density grad-
ually increased for solutions ~aving the same concentration. This was 
observed for both compounds and the magnitude of the deviation was about 
the same for each. It was apparent that continued use of ~he cell had 
resulted in a slight dissolution of the sodium chloride windows, thereby 
increasing the path length of the cell, Thus-it was obvious that a 
standard curve could not be obtained which would be useful for any great 
length of time. It was found, however, that the method could still be 
employed if certain modifications were made. Even though Beer's law 
did not hold exactly over the entire concentration range, it was followed 
very closely over any narrow range. Consequently, if two standards were 
run with each unknown, one of slightly greater and one of slightly 
smaller concentration, then the unknown concentration could be deter-
mined quite accurately. A serious disadvantage to this method was that 
it required at least three analyses for every unknown. llowever, after 
the acquisition of the near-infrared spectrometer, the· results of pre-
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superior for the proposed analysis, and all further experiments with the 
model 12-C medium-infrared spectrometer were discontinued. 
Effect of Scattered Light. At the very long wave lengths()\= 14.3 
microns) and the correspondingly wide slit widths used in these measure-
ments, the problem of scattered or stray light became quite important. 
At high optical densities it accounted for 15% to 20% of the total signal. 
Fortunately the scattered light could be measured and corrected for in 
the following manner, 1 mm sealed cell was first filled with carbon 
disulfide and the I value read from the potentiometer. Then the cell -o 
was filled with pure ethylene chloride (or methanol depending on the 
wave length in question) and the value of! was again read from the 
potentiometer. The 1.0 mm light path of pure component was sufficient 
to absorb virtually all of the light of the frequency used for analysis·, 
but would allow light of all other wave lengths through. Some of this 
was scattered light and contributed to the values of I and _I. This -o 
amount of scattered radiation had to be subtracted from both I and ..... I -o 
before true optical densities could be determined. To give an idea of 
the magnitude of the contribution of scattered light to the total signal, 
the following values were obt~ined: at 14.3 microns,! (scattered) = 
2.4% of I and at 10,2 microns, I (scattered) = 0.24% of I. -o .. - -o 
Liguid ~ Analysis in the Near-Infrared Region. 
Preliminary Investigations. Solutions of about 2.0% by weight of 
both methanol and ethylene chloride, in carbon disulfide were prepared 
and the spectrum from 3,5 to 0,9 microns was obtained. Both compounds 
showed fairly strong bands suitable for analysis. Methanol 
showed several well defined bands at 1394, 2266, 2517 and 2589 milli-
microns. Ethylene chloride showed strong bands at 170~ and 2341 milli-
microns. 
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Adh:ffence to Beert.s- law was tested f'.or the compounds i;tt the ab.ove 
'W'av-e lengths., The 1394 millimicron band for methanol is extremely narrow 
.and did not f'ollow Beer"s law at all~ This band is the second ov¢~one 
of. the OH stretching vibration and is greatly affected by hydrogen bond-
ing, henc·e $erious d-eyiations from Beet'*"S law could be '®(pected. aeer's 
law was followed to bttter than 1% by methanol at the 2266 millimicr;on 
wave length,.. but unfortunately this wave length corrt,sponded to a 
steeply rising portion .of an ethyiene chloride. absorption b~di and_ 
th-erefo~ ·(:<cn1ld not be used for analysis 0£ mi:xture_s containing ethy 1-
ene chlorid·tt~ Th(' other two bands at 2517 and 2589 millilnicrons showed 
a linear relationship betlfeen coneentration and optieal d~nsity to W,ith-
in about 2%., Ethylene chlcr-ide, hO'We,ver, followed Beer's law to better 
than 1% at both 1706 and 2341 millilnicron:s.. All factors considered it 
appeared as if the 2589 millilnicron peak and the 1706 millimicron peak 
would be the mo$t suitabl~ for the analy_s.is of methan~l and ,ethylene 
chlm-id~ respectively. 
In the prcceb. of preparing a s.tandard . curve £:or methanol in carbon 
d~ulf ide at 2589 millimicrQits, two phenomena were observed which, it 
was felt, could seriously affect the accuracy .or the meas~ents: 1) 
~.anol a'pparen.tly c:atalyled the ·photochemical decOJnposition ·of' carbon 
disulfide. This W;as_ indicated by the fact that after standing fol' 24 
hours the s.oluti<ms took on a very slight brownish cast, the :inte,naity 
of which :increased with the 'Concentration of methanoL Z) 'lhe '.extinc-
tion coefficient or the 2589 millimicron band :increased with tempera-
ture. The ahaP" .of the band at 20° an:d 3()0 is repr'odttc$d in Figur.e: 12 o 
There are s.everal the·oretieai explanations f:o:r this peculiar beh.avi:o:r, 
but these ne~d n,ot be, discussed here. It was observed; howev-e-r, that 
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Figure 12 
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the adjacent peak at 2517 millimicrons was not. at all affected by this 
temperature variation. Hence it was decided to use the methanol peak at 
2517 millimicrons for subsequent analyses. Since carbon disulfide is 
undesirable to work with for many reasons, carbon tetrachloride was in-
vestigated as a possible solvent, It proved to be an exceptionally fine 
solvent for work in the near infrared. It showed a small absorption 
peak at about 2700 millimicrons but was absolutely transparent from 2650 
millimicrons to th® vti;1ible region. All subsequent work, there-
fore, was done using carbon tet1rnchloride as the solvent. The spectra 
of methanol and ethylene chloride in carbon tetrachloride were then 
obtained. Each spectrum was found to be\practically identical with 
that observed in carbon disulfide. The 1706 millimicron peak was 
shifted slightly to 1703 millimicrona, and the 2517 millimicron peak 
was shifted to 2510 millimicrons. 
Preparation of Solutions and Standard Curves. Standard curves were 
drawn for methanol and ethylene chloride solutions in carbon tetrachlo-
ride, and conformity with Beer 1 s law to better than 1% was found over a 
wide concentration range. However, to obtain this degree of accuracy 
certain precautions had to be strictly observed: 
1) The reference energy had to be the same for all measurements. 
This was accomplished by adjustment of a potentiometer inside the 
instrument. 
2) The slit width had to be the same for all nieasurements ,!! .! 
£_articular ~ 1.eng~lt. Once the slit was set at some value at a given 




I had to be recorded for each analysis because the instrument -o 
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would r.ot retain a given !,0 value for any great length of time, contrary 
to the company literature. Possibly the instability of the campus elec-
trical voltage was responsible for this behavior, because the instrument 
was observed to be much more stable at night and in the early morning 
hours, than during the day. 
4) The use of special liquid cells of the type described earlier 
was necessary to prevent evaporation. 
5) Extreme care h~d to be exercised to keep small particles of 
lint or dust out of the cells because when such particles drifted into 
the light path they caused false transmission values to be obtained. 
The final standard curves for methanol and ethylene chloride are 
given in Figures 13 and 14. The instrument operation conditions and the 
equations of the curves accompany the graphs. 
In the preparation of the solutions for use as standa~ds, the spe-
cial teflon-stoppered vials described earlier were used and the following 
procedure followed. A concentrated stock solution (ca.6-8%) was first 
prepared by injecting about 3-4 grams of the organic liquid into a small-
neck 40 ml vial by means of a hypodermic syringe. The vial was immedi~ 
ately capped, and after weighing was immersed in a "dry'' ice-acetone 
bath to chill the contents and reduce its vapor pressure. About 50 
grams of carbon tetrachloride were then admitted into the vial, and 
after room temperature had been reached, the entire assembly was again 
weighed. The actual working standard solutions were prepared by weigh~ 
ing a certain amount of the stock solution into the 10 ml vials described 
earlier, followed by freezing and diluting as descr~bed above. The 
freezing technique involving the use of small vials was absolutely 
I 
necessary, because when larger vials were used without freezing a 
I>, 
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significant amount of methanol escaped when·the vials were opened to 
admit the carbon tetrachloride. It should be pointed out that even in 
very dilute solutions of methanol in carbon tetrachloride, the methanol 
exerts approximately the same partial pressure as does the pure liquid 
(63). 
Analysis of Mixtures of Known MeOM I EtC'.!,.2 !!lli· As was indicated 
earlier on page 8, in order to determ:f.ne p1 and p2 it w~s necessary to 
know only Pt and a r~tio of the concentrations of methanol and ethylene 
chloride. A set of experiments weir.ea the1refore performed to determine if 
the ratio, MeOH I EtC1 2 , could be accm::ately determined. Solutions of 
several different ratios of MeOH I EtCl~ were prepared ranging from 0.37 
J. 
to 2.0 on a weight bash. Several concentrations at each W!2 in car-
bon tetrachloride were prepared by injecting a few tenths of a milli-
liter of the prepared mixture of methanol and ethylene chloride, below 
the surface of the carbon tetrachloride in an almost completely filled 
10 ml vial. The optical densities were then determined at 1703 and 2510 
millimicrons. By the use of a combination of Equations (57) and (58) 
(which will be derived later) the ratio was calculated. It was found 
that the ratio could be determined with an average error of only about 
0.5% over the range measured. Since both compounds are analyzed to-
gether, any systematic or inst1:umental errors will. tend to affect both· 
compounds to the same extent and any error thus introduced will be 
minimized when the ratio of concentrations is found. Hence the ratio 
of concentrations can often be determined more accurately than the con-
centration of either pure component alone. 
0 Vapor Pressure of the Pure Compound~ !I:£~. 
To test the accuracy of the apparatus and also to obtain reliable 
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0 0 p values for methanol and ethylene chloride at 25 , the vapor pressures 
of both of these compounds were determined. Reagent grade methanol or 
ethylene chloride, purified in a manner to be described later, was placed 
in the 125 ml Florence flask FF Figure (3) and a vacuum was applied to 
the system until about 10 ml of the liquid had distilled off. Valves y1 
and V" •,r.:.~re then closed and the receiver ~ was frozen with a "dry" ice-
-,:. ·- " 
acetone mixture. The pressure indicated by the manometer was then noted. 
Almost always the pressure would drop to <o. 1 mm of Hg indicating that 
essentially all of the air had been removed from the sample. If the 
manometer indicated the presence of any appreciable amount of air, e.g. 
pressure')>O.l mm of Hg, the entire system was brought to room tempera-
ture and evacuated while a few more milliliters of liquid were distilled 
under vacuum. This procedure was repeated until the manometer indicated 
( 0.1 mm of pressure (the vapor pressure of MeOH at - 78° C is about 0.04 
mm.). When the system had been completely freed of air .the entire appa-
ratus was submerged in a constant temperature bath at 25.00 ± 0.01° for 
an hour or so with periodic stirring until the pressure, as indicated by 
the manometer, became constant. About 10 readings for each pure liquid 
were made. After each measurement a milliliter or two of U.quid was 
removed by vaccum distillation to see if possibly a more volatile impu-
ri>ty was being removed or a less volatile impurity was being concentrated. 
No trends in the pressure readings were observed, however. The vapor 
pressure readings were consistent to within± 0.1 rcnn which was the limit 
of accuracy of the cathetometer. Methanol obtained from two different 
companies was used and the results wer;e the same. The values obtained 
0 were corrected to.O C and were found to be: 
Methanol 126.6 mm 
Ethylene Chloride 
0 (Hg at O C) 
78.7 mm (Hg at 0° C) 
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Literature values for the vapor pressure of methanol at 25 differ 
considerably, but the rnor.e recent values are quite close together. The 
following values were taken fr~n the literature: 
I. C. T. (24) 122.4 nnn 
Pesce 124.4 mm 
Dreisbach (11) 126.4 mm· 
Niini (46) 126.5 mm 
This Work 126.6 mm 
Dever ( 9) 127.1 mm 
For ethylene chloride the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics (20) 
gives the value of 78,8 mm. 
Binary System: CoC1 2 - MeOH. 
Since it was desirable to relate the activities of CoC1 2 in the 
ternary system to some convenient reference state in the binary system, 
the vapor pressure isotherm was obtained for the system CoC1 2 - MeOH 
from pure methanol to the saturated solution. 
Preparation of Solutions. The binary solution was prepared in 
the following manner. Anhydrous CoC1 2 was weighed into the 125 ml 
Florence flask FF (Fig. 3), and thE~ flask was immediately stoppered. 
Freshly distilled methanol was then admitted, and the flask was re-
weighed to determine the amount of methanol added. The alnico stirrer 
was introduced and the flask was connected to the apparatus. After all 
the salt was dissolved, the solution was subjected to a degassing pro-
cedure as follows. With y2 closed, the entire sytnem was· evacuated. 
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Valve y1 was then closed and y 2 opened, allowing most of the air and 
some methanol vapor to expand into the system. When the pressure stopped 
increasing as indicated by the manometer, y 2 was closed and a "dry ice" -
acetone bath was placed around the reciever ! causing the methanol to 
condense in the receiver with a resultant decrease in pressure. After 
standing a few minutes y1 was opened and the air was removed by evacua-
tion leaving the methanol condensed in the receiver. After all the air 
had been pumped out.,y1 was closed, y 2 was opened,and again air and 
methanol was allowed to expand into the system. This process was re-
peated until, upon chilling the receiver!, the McLeod gauge read only 
0.04 nun (the vapor pressure of methanol at this temperature.). At this 
point there were about 5 - 8 grams of methanol precipitated in the 
receiver which had to be returned to the flask FF if the concentration 
was to remain unchanged •. This was easily accomplished by ~ooling FF 
with ice or "dry" ice-acetone mixture and warming the rec_eiver until 
its contents had distilled into FF. 
Vapor Pressure of the Solutions an~ Methanolates, Aftf:3r the degass-
ing procedure was completed, the entire·apparatus was innnersed in the 
constant temperature bath and the pressure read from the manometer after 
equilibrium was attained. To obtain a new concentration, about 10 grams 
of methanol were distilled into B: and chilled with "dry" ice-acetone. 
The receiver B: was removed from the apparatus, stoppered, thawed, and 
weighed. The amount of methanol contained in B: was subtracted from the 
,initial weight of methanol in FF and the new concentration determined. 
Using this technique it was unnecessary to prepare and degas a new 
i 
solution each time the concentration was changed. However, as a matter 
of precaution no more than three concentrations \Tere derived from any 
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single original solution. The vapor pressures of 20 solutions ranging . 
from pure methanol to. saturation were·measured. The method of least 
squares was applied to the data, and the following equation was obtained: 
2 3 4 P1 • 126.64 - 5.1296m - 0.5421m + 0.1831m - 0.04515m (21) 
where m • molality. (The results are shown graphically in Figure 15.) 
Although no direct comparison with the literature could be made, Lloyd 
(35) reported that the saturated solution of CoC1 2 in methanol contains 
0 43.6 grams of CoC1 2 per 100 grams of methanol at 25. In reasonably 
good agreement with this value it was found that the experimental vapor 
pressure curve intersects the constant pressure line (saturated solu-
tion) at 44.1 grams of CoC12 per 100 grams of methanol. 
The vapor pressures of th.e various solid methanolates were also 
determined with the apparatus. The solid phase in equilibrium with the· 
0 saturated solution at 25. is reported to be the trimethano~ate Coct2 
.3MeOH by Lloyd (35) and by Zvyagintsev (72). Its vapor pressure was 
found to be 45.0 mm. The two lower methanolates also exist at this 
0 temperature and their vapor pressures at 25 C were found to be: 
CoC1 2 • 2 MeOH 




10. 9 mm 
· The equilibrium vapor pressures were measured as follows. About 
30 grams of anhydrous CoC1 2 were dissolved in methanol, and the solu-
tion was distilled under vacuum until it became saturated; its pres-
sure dropped, and again remained constant, this time at 45.0 mm. 
Pumping was continued very carefully until the pressure again dropped. 
This time it took 10 minutes for equilibrium to be attained. After 
the system had apparently reached equilibrium, a pressure of 39.3 nun 
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evacuation, the system was allowed to attain equilibrium overnight and 
the same pressure was recorded as previously, namely 39.3 mm. The same 
procedure was followed for the last methanolate, with about 12 hours 
being allowed for equilibrium to be attained (although 1 hour would 
have been sufficient). The solid CoC1 2 • l MeOH exhibited a vapor pres-
sure of 10.9 mm at 25° C. The vapor pressure of the anhydrous salt, of 
course, could not be measured. 
As a matter of interest, the existence of the three methanolates 
was easily and beautifully demonstrated by the following experiment. A 
length of 15 mm 0. D. glass tubing was filled with anhydrous CoC1 2, 
stoppe:red at one end and plugged with glass wool at the other. The tube 
was placed in a desiccator witl:l about 25 ml of anhydrous methanol. The 
desiccator was then evacuated for a few minutes to remove most of the 
air and to accelerate diffusion. As methanol vapor diffus~d up the 
tube, four colored bands were formed, the deep-blue 3-methanolate, the 
dark-pink or rose-colored 2-methanolate, the lavend~r or lilac-colored 
1-methanolate, and the light or sky blue anhydrous salt. 
Ternary Solutions. 
Preparation of the Solutions. All of the ternary solutions were 
prepared at a constant MeOH I EtC1 2 mole ratio of 2/1, and. the concen-
tration of the third component, CoC12 , was varied from zero to satura-
tion. The constant ratio solutions were prepared by weighing out 
exactly 40~000,grams (1.25 moles) of methanol and 61.778 grams (0.625 
moles) of ethylene chloride into a 125 ml narrow-neck vial. The .neck 
I 
of the vial was made from 6 mm tubing and was made with a constriction 
large enough to accommodate a hypodermic needle. /The liquids were 
i 
admitted into the flask with a hypodermic syringe. The long neck with 
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the narrow constriction kept evaporation to a negligible value during 
the weighingoperatio:n and also facilitated sealing off the .neck after 
the weighing.was completed. About five such vials of solution were pre-
pared at one time and stored until needed. The ternary solutions were 
prepared by weighing a certain amount of anhydrous CoC1 2 into the flask 
FF and adding to this the contents of the previously prepared vial. The 
flask FF was reweighed to obtain the weight of the solution added. For 
the more concentrated solutions it was necessary to chill the flask 
while adding the liquid solution in order ·to prevent loss of solvent, 
for the heat of solution of CoC1 2 in.methanol is appreciable. Extreme 
care was exercised in the pre.pa.ration of· the saturated solution because 
it was important not to have more than a minute trace of the solid salt 
present at saturation. This was accomplished by adding extremely small 
portions of the 2/1 liquid solution to the saturated terna~y solution 
until only a few hair like crystals remained. 
Measurement of !\. After the ternary solution had. been prepared, 
the flask was attached to the apparatus and the solution was degassed 
in the manner described for the binary solutions. After the solution 
was thoroughly degassed and the liquid in the receiver had been distilled 
back into !'I, y2 was closed and the rest of the system was evacuated. 
Then with frequent stirring of the contents of FF the apparatus was 
immersed in the constant temperature bath for about an hour until the 
solution attained equilibrium with the vapor above it. Valv:e ,y:2 was 
then opened very slightly at intervals of approximately every 2 minutes 
for about 1 second or so until the pre1ssure rose by about S mm. After 
• I 
each opening of the valve, the solution was stirred vigorously for 2 
minutes until equilibrium was again attained above the solution in!!• 
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When, upon successive openings of y2 , no increase in pressure was noted, 
y2 was left open, the system was allowed to equilibrate for about an 
hour, and ft was recorded. The vapor pressure of ft of fifteen solutions 
whose concentration varied from zero to saturation was measured, and the 
results are shown in Figure 16. The method of least squares was applied 
to the data, and the resulting equation accompanies the graph. 
Collection of the Equilibrium ~· Eq,;ilibrium having been 
attained, and !\ having been measured, y2 was closed and the vapor in 
the apparatus was condensed into B: by chilling the receiver with 11 dry11 
ice-acetone slush. Most of the time the system did not contain enough 
liquified vapors to permit them to be diluted to 10 ml and still have a 
concentration in the optimum analytical range; consequently y2 was 
opened very briefly about twenty more times at two minute intervals or · 
until about 0.3 grams of liquid was obtained. When sufficient equilib-
rium vapor had been frozen, the apparatus was removed from the bath; dry 
air was admitted into the system through y1 , and .R was removed from the 
I 
apparatus and stoppered. After a few more minutes of freezing, 8-10 ml 
of freshly distilled carbon tetrachloride were added to the frozen mix-
ture by means of a hypodermic syringe. The receiver was stoppered, 
shaken, and set aside for later analysis, Liquid nitrogen was not used 
for the freezing-out procedure, because, although it was faster and pos-
sibly more efficient, it caused mecury from the manomet~r to distill 
over into the receiver in the form of a colloidal suspension that could 
be broken only by centrifuging at high speed. With "dry" ice-acteone as 
the refrigerant, .the mercury distillation did not take place to any 
appreciable extent. Furthermore, the condensation was quantitative at 
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Analysis of the Condensed Phase. To test the reproducibility of 
the condensed-phase ratio analysis, three samples'of the vapor in equilib-
rium with the binary 2/1 solution of methanol and ethylene chloride were 
collected as described above and analyzed. The values of the ratio agreed 
to within± 0.3%.which is well within experimental error. Fifteen ternary 
solutions containing MeOH I EtC1 2 in a 2/1 mole ratio and CoC1 2 in vary-
ing concentrations from zero to saturation were prepared. The equilib-
rium vapors were collected, dissolved in' carbon tetrachloride and ana-
lyzed. The analysis is rather. :simple and performed as follows. The 
spectrometer was allowed to "warm up" for about one hour, and the refer-
ence energy sensitivity, slit width, time constant, chart speed, and 
wave length drive were all set at some definite predetermined value. 
The values used during these analyses accompany Figures 13 and 14. 
Other values of course, could be used, but the same set must be used 
throughout the entire work. To obtain the I value at a given wave -o 
length, both the reference and the sample cells were filled with carbon 
tetrachloride and the recorder set at 100%. Then both cells were re-
moved leaving only air remaining in the light path. If the cells are 
perfectly matched at this wave length, the recorder should stay at 
· 100%. With the particular set of cells used in these experiments the 
recorder went to 95.5% (which is actually extremely good matching for 
a pair of cells). Therefore, for all further analyses, I · was effec--o 
tively set at 100% by removing both cells and setting the recorder at 
95.5%. This had to be done immediately before each analysis to insure 
maximum accuracy. The transmission,! of the unknown ~as then determined 
in the following manner. One cell filled with carbon tetrachloride was 
placed in the reference beam while the other cell containing the "unknown" 
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was placed in the sample beam. Then a very narrow wave length range of 
about 10 millimicrons on either side of each absorption band was scanned 
at the slowest rate available with the instrument. Scanning was neces-
sary for two reasons. First, the absorption bands were so narrow, 
especially for ethylene chloride, that the wave length could not be pre-
set by hand to the exact maximum. Second, the wave length of the maximum 
varies slightly with. concentration, being shifted toward longer wave 
lengths with increasing concentration. 'By scanning at an extremely slow 
rate one can easily find both the position and intensity of the absorp-
tion band. ! values are read directly from the chart. Each sample was 
scan~ed three times and the average value ~sed. Usually the curves were 
I 
exactly superimposed; the greatest deviati~n observed for three readings 
was about 1%. The optical density at each,wave length was found from 
O. D. = log I I I. The ratio of concentr.ations was determined by a 
0 
combination of Equations (16) and (17) which will be derive.cl later. It 
is worthy of repeating here that the ratio can often be calculated more 
accurately than the actual concentration 'of either component alone, be-
cause all factors which may tend to cause e;rror will probably affect 
both components by approximately the same amount. The results of the 
fifteen analyses are given in Figure 17. The method of least squares 
was applied to the data and the equation describing the ratio MeOH I 
I, 
EtC1 2 as a function of concentration of CoC1 2 accompanies· the diagram. 
Chemicals 
Methanol. 
The methanol used.throughout the ~tudy was Fisher Certified Reagent 
grade absolute methanol, "acetone-free~' For the determination of the 
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Ratio.of MeOH/RtCI2 in Equilibrium Vapor 
Ternary System CoC12 - MeOH - EtC12 
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3 ,5-dinitrophenylhydrazine for an hour to remove trac.es of aldehydes or 
ketones. The mixture was decanted and the methanol distilled over magne-
sium,according to Lund and Bjerrum, (36) to remove any trace of water~ 
A.highly efficient Tod.d laboratory column operated at a 10:1 reflux 
ratio was used to distill the product for the initial measurements, The 
same procedure was also used with a sample of Baker and Adamson Reagent 
grade absolute methanol "acetone-free!'. The vapor pressures of both 
samples were identical. The vapor pres·sure and infrared spectrum of 
the purified methanol were compared with that obtained simply by dis-
tillatiori over activated magnesium thru a 60 cm. laboratory column 
which was packed with glass helices: and operated at about 5:1 reflux 
ratio. No difference either in ·Spectrum or vapor pressure was observed; 
consequently, all subsequent samples were purified by the latter proce-
dure. The methanol was allowed to reflux in the presence of· magnesium 
turnings for a few hours and the first. 15-25 ml of distillate were 
discarded. 0 The boiling range of the product was <O.l C. 
boiling point corrected for pressure was 64.6° C. 
Ethylene Chloride. 
The observed 
The ethylene chloride used in all of the experiments was either 
Matheson, Coleman and Bell (#5636) Pure Ethylene Chloride or Brothers 
Chemical Company (#1828) 1,2-dichloroethane. For the determination of 
the vapor pressure of the pure component, the manufactured product was 
twice distilled thru a highly efficient Todd laboratory,column packed 
with glass helices and operated at 10:1 reflux ratio. In both distilla-
tions the first few milliliters were discarded and a fraction with a 
0 . 
boiling range<0.1 C was retained, The vapor pressure and infrared 
spectrum of this product was compared with that obtained by a simple 
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distillation thru a 60 cm heated column packed with glass helices. No 
difference was observed so the latter procedure was used for the subse-
quent preparation of all samples. 
Carbon Tetrachloride. 
Baker's Analyzed C. P. grade carbon tetrachloride was used through-
out the study. It was purified before use by distillation thru a 30 cm 
column packed with glass helices. The column itself was equipped with 
an evacuated silvered jacket for insulation. 
Carbon Disulfide. 
Baker's Analyzed Reagent grade carbon disulfide was used after the 
following purification. The carbon disulfide was· distilled from a mix-
ture of mercury and mercurous sulfate thru a 60 cm column packed with 
amalgamated copper mesh. It was stored over mercury in brown bottles 
and kept away from sunlight. The product purified in this. manner is 
completely free from the usual disagreeable odor associated with carbon 
disulfide. It has, in fact, a rather sweet, pleasant, ethereal odor. 
If stored as described above it will remain odor-free for several 
months. 
Ether. 
Malli.nckrodt Anhydrous Ether was distilled over sodium metal and 
used immediately. Distillation was by means of a 100 cm Todd laboratory 
column packed with glass helices operated at 10:1 reflux ratio. 
Chloroform. 
Mallinckrodt A~alytical Reagent grade chloroform was distilled thru 
a 100 cm glass helices-filled column operated at 10:1 reflux ratio. 
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Cobalt Chloride. 
Eimer and Amend Reagent CoC1 2 · 6H20 (with 0.2% Ni) was dissolved 
in concentrated hydrochloric acid and evaporated under vacuum to remove 
all the liquid. 
. 0 
The,resulting crystals were vacuum dried at 150 C for 
at least 24 hours. The resulting anhydrous "cake" was finely pulverized 
with a mortar and pestle. Since the grinding was done in the open the 
0 resulting fine powder wa1:1 again heated .to ,150 C at a pressure less 
. ' I. 
than 1. 0 mm for about 12 hours. The resul,ting light blue anhydrous 
powder was stored in a rubber stoppered erlenmeyer flask inside of a 
desiccator until ready for use. The hydrochloric acid used in the pre-
paration of the anhydrous salt was Baker 1 s,Reagent grade and was used 
without further purification. 
CHAPTER III 
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Determination of Activity 
~ Binary System. 
For the'binary system methanol - ~oc1 2, assuming the methanol vapor 
behaves as a perfect gas, the Gibb:s-Duhiam equation can be written as, 
n1 In d log p = - d log a2 . 2 . 1 (22) 
Using moalities instead of mole frF1ctions one obtains 
(23) 
but from experimental data one can obtain an analytical function of the 
type 
. 2 3 · 4 
log p1 = A + Bm2 + Cm2 + Dm2 + ;Em2 . (24) 
Substituting (24) in (23) and integrating one arrives at the following 
equation. 
2 3 
kB ln m2 + 2Ck m2 + 3nk m2 + 4Ek m2 + K* = - log a2 
2 3 
where: 
k = 1,000 = 31.211 
32.04 
B,C,D,E have the same significance as in (24) 
K* is a constant to be determined. 
(25) 
Since this investigation furnishes no information about the behav-
ior of CoC1 2 in extremely dilute solutions of methanol, one cannot use 
the properties of the infinitely dilute solution to define the reference 
state as is conventional with aqueous solutions of electrolytes for 
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which solute activity data is available in dilute regions. Even grant-
ing that the limiting law of Debye-Huckel is applicable at extreme dilu-
tions, the uncertainty in the degree of dissociation of CoC1 2 at, and 
below the lowest experimentally studied concentrations would not allow a 
reliable extrapolation to be made to the limiting law region. As a 
practical alternative the saturated solution was chosen as the (arbi-
trary) standard state, Since in the standard state the solute. activity 
is by definition unity, the right hand side of Equation (25) becomes 
equal to zero and JK1~ can be evaluated. Once K* has been evaluated, all 
other values of !!:2 can be obtained simply by sunnning up.the terms in the 
left hand side of Equation (25). This in effect, of co~rse, relates all 
I 
activities of CoC1 2 in the binary solution to the activity of CoC1 2 in 
the saturated solution. 
Relating the Ternary !2 the Binarx System. 
The activity of the CoC1 2 in the ternary solutions can be related 
to the activity of the CoC1 2 in the binary solution by virtue of the 
fact that the solid phase in equilibrium with both the binary and the 
ternary systems is the same i.e. CoC1 2 · 3 MeOH. In the binary system 
CoC1 2 - MeOH we have at saturation the following equilibrium. 
3 M OH .L C Cl (Sat. ) -.::.. C c·1 3 HeOP (<::) e ..,-·, o 2 soln. -.- o 2. L -
Since the system is at equilibrium6F = 0 and 
3F (MeOH) + F (CoC1 2) (Sat. ) soln. = F (CoC1 2·3 MeOH) 
(26) 
(s) (27) 
Since by definition F -o = F + RT ln a, substituting this relation into 
(27) one gets 
3F0 (MeOH) + 3 RT ln a (MeOH) + F0 (CoC1 2) (s) + RT ln a 
(28) 
sat -o 
(CoC1 2) (solo..) = F (CoC1 2 ' 3 MeOH) (s) + RT 1n a(CoC1 2 • 3 MeOH), 
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But by definition 
F0 (CoC1 2·3 MeOH) (s) = F0 (CoC1 2) (s) + 3F0 (MeOH) 
Substituting (29) into (28), dividing by RT and changing to common 
(29) 
·1ogarithms, one obtains 
3 log aB (MeOH) + log aB (Cocl2) (~it~.)= log a(CoC1 2•3 MeOH) (30) 
In a similar fashion we derive for the ternary solution 
3 log aT(MeOH) + log aT(Coct2), dgfn.) = log a (CoC1 2 • 3 MeOH) (31) 
S'ulrtrac.tfon, of (30) from (31J leaves finally 
log aT(CoC1 2) (:gfn.J = 3 log aB (MeOH)+log aB (CoC1 2)(!~i~) 
-3 log aT(MeOH) 
(32) 
The subscripts 1 and ! refer to. that particular species in the· ternary, 
solution and the binary solution respectively. 
The first and third terms in the right hand side of Equation (32) 
were evalurted from the vapor pressure data and the second term was 
arbitrarily set equal to zero since the saturated binary solution was 
chosen as the reference state. In this way the activity of CoC1 2 in the 
· saturated ternary solution was evaluated. 
i. 
To find the activity at any 
' ' 
other concentration, however, it was necessary to integrate the Gibbs,-
Duhem equation for the ternary system. This was done as follows. 
~ Ternary System. 
The Gibbs-Duhem equation for a ternary system can be written as 
= 0 (33) 
Since a1 =~for ideal gases and components 1 and 2 are vapors at 
pO 
low.pressures, one may write 
= 0 (34) 
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After dividing by 2.303 n1 (34) becomes 
. n n 
d log p1 + _L dlog p2 + __L d log a3 = 0 (35) 
nl nl 
If n 2/n1 is kept constant (in this ;case n/n1 = k = 0. 5) (35) can be 
integrated to give 
Kfd log P1 + kKfd log P2 = -flog a3 
m3 m3 
(36) 
Here K = 1,000 the number of moles o~ methanol per 1,000 grams. If 
32.04 
analytical equations can be found which relate log pl and log p2 to m3 
and have the form 
2 3 . 4 
log pl = A + Bm3 + em3 + Dm3 + Em3 (37) 
and 
2 3 4 log p =A'+ B'm + C'm + D'm + E'm 
2 3 3 3 3 
(38). 
then differentiation gives 
(39) 
and 
d log p 2 = (O + B' + 2C'm3 + 3D'm~ + 4E'm;) dm3 (40). 
Substituting (39) and (40) in (36) .and integrating one has finally 
- ..;. - 2 
-log a3 == (KB+!B')ln m3+2(Kc+!SC')m3+3/2(KD+!l)')m3 
+4/3(KE+!E')m;+c* 
(41) 
Here !S = kK and C* is the integration constant. The constant C* can be 
determined by substituting into Equation (41) the value of a3 in the 
saturated ternary solution, obtained ·from Equation (32). All subsequent 
values of ~3 , of course, are evaluated by summing up all the terms in 
the right hand side of (41). If all of the constants in each term in 
Equation (41) are combined, the equation reduces to one of the form 
2 3 
- log a3 = ol'.'.ln m3 + 13m3 + Ym3 + o m3 + C* (42) 
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Deternination of .E.l and .E.z From Vapor Pressure and Spectral Data 
In the following derivations _Ei, Ei, ,!1 , Mi arid ,.&1 refer respec-
tively to the partial pressure, number of moles, mole fraction, mole-
. th 
cular weight and number of grams of the 1~ component of the solution. 
For a mixture of ideal gases or vapors it is known that 
pl = Nl pt 
but by definition 
N1 = n 1 I n1 + n 2 
where also by definition 
ni = gi I Mi 
Substituting (45) into (44) gives 
= 
which reduces to 
Nl = 1 




1 + M1 I M · Sz I 81 2 
and 
Pz = 
If g1 and g2 are both dissolved in the same weight W of solvent 
then 








Making this substitution, Equations (48) and (49) become Equations (18) 
I I 
I 
and (19) which were presented earlier without derivat;i.on. In this 
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study methanol was component 1 and ethylene chloride was component 2 so 
Hence 
P Pt (50) 
P1 = t or P2 = 1 3 089 (C /C) 
l+0.3237 (C/C1) - + ' . 1 2 
!twas measured directly by the manometric apparatus. The pressures .:e.1 
and .:e.2 were calculated from Equation (50) after the ratio (C/C2) was 
determined from spectral data as follows. 
Consider the spectrophotometric analysis of two components in a 
mixture. If the optical density (Q) varies with concentration in a 
linear fashion one can write down the following equations where the 
I 
I \ 
superscripts of Q refer to wave length andithe subscripts refer to 
the component in question. 
1 1 1 
DT = Dl + D2 
D2 = D2 + D2 








If Beer's law holds strictlY, the constants !.,E.,.£,~ will all be equal to 
zero. However, in practice they usually have small positive values. 
Substituting (53) and (54) into (51) a~d.(52) one obtains· 
Di = k1 c1 + a + k2 c2 + b 
Di = k3 c1 + c + k4 c2 + d 
Transposing the residuals gives 
(Di -a -b) = kl c1 + k2 c2 







If one sets the left hand sides of Equations (57) and (58) equal to A 
and! respectively one .. has two equations in two unknowns 
(59) 
(60) 
When (59) and (60) are solved simultaneously one obtains 
(61) 
and 
c1 • k4 A - k2 BI k1 k4 - k2 k3 (62) 
If (62) is divided by (61) there results the final expression for 
(63) 
The various~ values can be obtained by finding the slope of the best 
straight line relating concentration to optical density at the wave 
length.chosen. 
Thus, kl = slope of the Dl 1 vs.concentration curve 
k2 = slope of the Dl 2 vs.concentration curve 
k3 slope of the 
2 = D1 vs.concentration curve 
k4 = slope of the 
2 . 
D2 vs. concentration curve 
CHAPTER IV 
DATA AND CALCULATIONS 
Gas Phase Analysis 
Methanol and Ethylene Chloride Alone. 
The optical densities of ten samples of methanol vapor at pressures 
ranging from 0-92 mm were determined at a wavelength of 9.75 microns and 
the results are presented in Table I. The data are aiso shown in graph-
ical form in Figure (5). 
Thirteen samples of ethylene chloride at pressures from 0-70 mm 
were examined. and the optical densities determined at a wave length of· 
8.07 microns. The data .are presented numerically in Table I and 
graphically in Figure (6). 
Methanol and Ethylene Chloride in Mixtures 
with Nitrog~n at Constant !t 
Optical densities of thirteen samples of ethylene chloride were 
measured at 8.07 microns. The partial pressure of the vapor was varied 
from 0-75 mm and the total pressure was kept at 122 mm by the addition 
! 
of nitrogen. 
Optical densi tie.s of eighteen samples of methanol were measured at 
9.75 microns. The partial pressure of the methanol vapor was varied 
from 0-75 mm. The to'tal pressure was kept at 122 tllll,lby the addition of 
dry nitrogen. The data for both systems are presented numerically in 
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TABLE I 
OPTICAL DENSITY OF METHANOL AND ETHYLENE CHLORIDE AT 
VARIOUS PARTIAL AND TOTAL PRESSURE 
MeOH pl =Pt EtC1 2 pl= Pt EtC1 2Pt = 122mm 
Press. 0. D. Press. 0. D. Press. = 
mm Hg >. =9. 75JL mm Hg A =8. OJµ mm Hg 
92.0 0.940 67.8 1.071 73.4 
81.2 0.890 59.5 0.955 64.9 
72.0 0.761 52.3 0.843 57.8 
67.3 0.695 49.3 0.803 53.6 
50.2 0.542 43.6 0.733 44.7 
41.5 04.445 35.9 o. 618 . 39.3 
30.1 0.333 32.8 0.584 35.6 
22.9 0.246 28.7 0.503 33.2 
9.9 0.109 ···20.8 ·· ·o. 387 28.3. 
9.6 0.129 17~4· .0. 332.::::- 23.3 
12.4 o. 239 .. ···ia.-1. 
7.5 . 0.145 11.5 
6.6 0.109 8.8 
*O.D. measurement made with potentiometer instead of 
Speedomax recorder 
0. D. 














MeOH Pt = 122mm 
Press · 0. D. 




'68.9 o. 772 
67.3 0.749 
65.2 0.735 












* MeOH,P.t = 122mm 
Press. O. D. 




























































Figures 7 and 8. 
Another series of twenty-eight samples of methanol at various par-
tial pressures from 0-120 mm. and a constant total pressure of 122 mm 
were examined. The optical densities were obtained at 9.75 microns by 
use of a manually operated potentiometer in~tead of a recording po'ten-
tiometer. Graphical results are presented in Figure 9 and the 
numerical data are included in Table L 
Liquid Phase Analysis (Medium Infrared) 
Methanol and Ethylene Chloride in Carbon Disulfide Solutions. 
Optical densities of eleven solutions of methanol in carbon disul-
i -
fide were determined. The wave length used for analysis w.as 10.2 
microns and the cell was a 1 mm fixed-thickness liquid cell fitted with 
NaCl windows. The optical densities of nine solutions of ethylene chlo-
ride over approximately the same concentration rangewere also measured 
at 14.3 microns. The results of these determinations are presented 
numerically in Table II and graphically in Figures 10 and 11. 
Liquid Phase Analysis (Near Infrared) 
Methanol!!:! 2510 and 1703 Millimicrons. 
To test Beer's law and to obtain the values of i 1 , ~3 , ~. and .£ 
for use with Equations (53) and (54) a series of twenty so~utions of 
methanol in carbon tetrachloride were analyzed and optical ''densit;i.es 
determined at wave lengths of 1703 and 2510 millimicrons. The results 
are given in Table III. The optical densities were plotted against 
concentrations on large sheets of graph paper approximately 2 ft, x 2 
ft. The equation of the line was obtained by drawing the best straight 
TABLE II 
OPTICAL DENSITIES OF SOLUTIONS OF METHANOL AND ETHYLENE 
CHLORIDE IN CARBON DISULFIDE-MEDIUM INFRARED 
Methanol Ethylene Chloride 
gms O. D. gms 0. D. 
100 gms CS2 )... = 10.2µ 100 gms CS2 >.. = 14:3J1 
0.357 1.150 0.348 0.640 
0.345 0.111 0.278 0.517 
0.296 0.992 0.264 0.498 
0.182 0.685 0.247 0.478 
0.163 0.625 0.201 o. 396 . 
~ ' 
0.146 0.564 0.156 0 •. 313 
0.121 0.484 0.129 0.260 
0.108 0.433 0.095 0.197 





OPTICAL DENSITY VS. CONCENTRATION FOR SOLUTIONS OF METHANOL 
AND ETHYLENE CHLORIDE IN CARBON TETRACHLORIDE 
AT 2510 AND 1703 MILLIMICRONS 
Methanol Ethylene Chloride 
O. D. 0, D. O. D. O. D. 
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Molality Molality 






O. 9311 0.403 
0.9763 0.423 
1.085 0.464 












at 2510 millimicrons 
1 D1 = 0.4195 c1 + 0.0140 
at 1730 millimicrons 
2 . 





















k1 = 0.4195 a= 0~0140 
k3 = 0.0623 C = 0.0000 
0.4824 0.0179. 0.0588 
1.021 0.0366 0.121 
1.519 0.0515 0.179 
1.995 0.0689 0.233 
2 496 0.0860 0.293 
2 951 0.1007 0.347 
'3 197 0.112 . 0.377 
3 459 0.119 0.405 
4 106 . 0.142 0.477 
4 936 0.169 0.572 
at 2510 millimierons 
1 . 
D2 = 0.0341 c2 + 0.0015 
at 1703 millimicrons 
2 . 
D2 = 0.1173 c2 + 0.0010 
k2 = 0.0341 b = 0.0015 
k4 = 0.1173 d = 0.0010 
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line by eye thru the points. The k values were found from the slopes of 
the lines and the values of!! and.£, from the Y. (0. D.). intercepts. 
Ethylene Chloride!!! 12.1.Q and 1703 Millimicrons. 
A series of the solutions of known concentration of ethylene chlo-
ride in carbon tetrachloride were also analyzed and the optical densi-
ties were determined at 2510 and 1703 millimicrons. The results are 
given in Table III. The equation for the 0. D. as a function of concen-
tration was obtained in the same manrie·r as for methanol. The values of 
!_2 ,: ~, ~ and ~ were determined as Fentioned above from the slopes and 
intercepts of the curves. 
I 
Substituting the values thus obtained into Equations (57) and (58) 
the concentration ratio in Equation (63) becomes, 
1 : 2 
~ /C2) = 0.1173(DT-0.0155)-0.034l(DT-0.0010) 
l 0.4195(D~~0.0010)-d.0623(D~-0.0155) 
(64) 
This equation was used in all s1.1~sequent calculations of methanol and 
ethylene chloride concentrations 1from the observed optical densities in 
the near infrared. 
Binary Sys~em CoC1 2 - MeOH 
Vapor Pressure of Solutions. 
The vapor pressures of twenty binary solutions of CoC1 2 in methanol, 
varying in concentration from·zero to saturation, were measured, and the 
results are given in Table IV and Figure 15. By means of an I. B. M. 
Model 650 electronic computer, the quartic equation which gave the best 
agreement with the data was found by the method of least squares. It ·is 
2 3 4 ~l = 126.65-~.130m2-0.5421m2+o.1831m2-0.04515m (65) 
2 




. OBSERVED AND COMPUTED VALUES OF PL•_ CALCULATED VALUES 
OF a1 AND a 2 FOR THE SYSTEM CoC1 2.;,MeOH . 
Molality Molality 
(CoC1 2) p (obs.) p (comp.) a1 (MeOH) (CoC12) a2 (CoC12) 
0.0000 126.6 126.65 1.000 0.2649 0.0161 
0.2649 125.3 125.25 0.9889 0.4000 0.0281 
0.2940 125.1 125.10 0.9877 0.6000 0.0495 
0.3284 124.9 124.91 0.9863 0.8000 0.0749 
0.3729 124. 7 124. 67 0.9843 1.000 0.1043 
0.4330 124.4 124.34 0.9817 1~200 0.1~78 
0.4910 124.0 124.02 0.9792 1.400 0.1749 
0.6403 123.2 12,3.18 0.9726 1.600 0.2180 
0.8294 122.1 122.10 0.9641 1.800 0.2655 
0.9226 121.4 121.56 0.9598 2.000 0.3190 
1.083 120.7 120.63 0.9525 2.200 0.3796 
1.434 118.5 118.53 0.9359 2.400 0.4488 
1.649 117 .1 117. 20 0.9255 . 2. 600 0.5281 
l.860 116.0 ll5,87 0. 9}.49 2.800 0.6200 
2.134 114.2 · lt4.08 0.9008 3.000 0.7280 
2.540 111.1 111. 24 0.8783 3.200 0.8857 
2.840 108.8 108.96 0.8603 3.389* 1.000 
2.882 . 108.8 108.62 o. 8577 
3.174 106.2 106.18 0.8384 




mean square error between the observed pressure £i and the computed 
A . 
pressure £1 , given by 
E (r. m. s.) = \ /r--L--(-p_l _l\_p_l )_2 __ _ 
v-r Pf (66) 
is also listed in Table IV. 
Activities of MeOH an.cl CoC1 2. 
Since it was considered that the .f
1
:values were probably more rel-
iable than the 2 1 values, the activities A 
from the relation a1 = ~-p=l~ po 
1 
of methanol ~l' were calculated 
In order to integrate the Gibbs.iDuhem equation and thus obtain~2, 
it was first necessary to obta'in an analytical expression relating 
log £i to ~2. Values of ~ 2 and the log of the corresponding pl value 
obtained from (65) were used to obtain the following equation, which 
was computed by the method of least squares. 
2 3 · 4 log pl= 2'.10255-0.01732m2-0.00254m2+0.00075m2-0.0001~6m2 (67) 
After equating (67) and (24) to obtain the values of !:.., ]!, .£, 12, ; and!, 
these values were substituted in (25) to permit evaluation of ~2. The 
constant K* in (25) was determined by setting the right hand side of 
(25) equal to zero when ~2 was the .cot}centration of CoC1 2 in MeOH at 
saturation. Values of ~ 2 were then calculated at equally spaced inter-
vals (0.2 molal) of concentration. Both a and a2 are given in Table -1 -
IV. 
Vapor Pressure of the Solid Phases. 
The vapor pressures of the three methanolates of CoC1 2 were measured 
at 25.00° and were found to be: 
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p (?oC1 2: 3 MeOH) a 45.0 mm 
.P (CoC1 2· 2 MeOH) a 39.3 mm 
p (CoC1 2 • Me OH) = 10.9 mm 
Lloyd (35) has obtained the following values for the vapor pressure 
of the tri-methanolate of CoC1 2. 
At 20° p (CoC1 2 • 3 MeOH) = 29.4 mm 
35° p (CoC12 · 3 MeOH) = 81.9 mm 
Making the assumption that log p = k -..T .... 1-, interpolation of Lloyd's 
data yields the following value at 25° ~ 
At p (CoC12 · 3 MeOH) = 42 mm 
This value is about midway.between the values for the di-methanolate ari.d 
the tri-methanolate obtained it\.this research~ It is quite possible, that 
log p, however, is not a simple linear function of 1/T. over the tempera- · 
; . 
ture range given. T.his could account for the slight discrepancy in 
I 
values obtained. 
Composition of the Solid Phase in the 
Ternary System 
The solid phase in equilibrium with the ternary solution was shown 
to have the same composition as the solid in equilibrium with the binary .. 
solution by measurements of the following ratio • 
. ! 
(Weight of Solid Phase) B 
(Weight of CoC1 2-anhydrous) B 
(Weight of Solid Phase) T 
(Weight of CoC1 2-anhydrous) T. 
The crystals were freed from most of their liquid phase by centrifuging 
them in a special tube with a fritted glass bottom. ·The final drying 
was done by pressing the crystals between several sheets of filter paper. 
; 
0 .· 
Both samples were then dried at 150 C under vacuum to obtain anhydrous 
82 
;~ .alt. Al though some small amount of liquid may have adhered to the 
crystals everi af ter the filter pape r treatment, we can validly assume 
that :c1ppr oxima t e ly the 2aw:e percentage. of U .quid adhered to both samples 
of sol:i..d phase. Thus , by usi.ng the r a ti.o indi.cat.ed above, :any error in 
weight i nt:i:·oduce d by l ncornplete dryin g temds to cancel ou t. The average 
of three such rat ios was found to be 0.983 . 
The Ierra1:ry System Cl)C l
2 
- MeOH ·- EtC1
2 
Va por Pre,ssure.s o f the Mixtures, 
The vapor p r:·e. ,s.su:n~s of fifteen ternary s olut i. ons contain:i.ng various 
weights of CoC1
2 
dissolved i.n me:thanol-·ethyli::i:n.,e, c::i.lc:" :! dt: mixtures of 
constant rn.ole rat io· 2 :1 ic1er.:··. measured. '.fh'-.'. t{' I:· • l ,.. .,.-c.. C: ,·•1·,1 ·~·'-'0 S 'P Of' tho • C , _ / ._ lJ.,e, ,_ .> - -"- =-t ' L. '-'• 
mix tures a:s a f unction of concen tra t i on ar ._:.i g:l'..ven i.n Table V an d Figure 
I 
16. This date. (!'.t vs. 1r.o'lality) was use d wi.t.h t h1:.: aid of the computer 
to f i nd an analytical e:xprP;S a:ton rf: lat:li.ng ·~t. t o E!
3
. The quarti c equa~ 
I 
tlon of be :st fit by the method of l east i,:qirnt°i?:S was fo und to be , 
A ? : 3 4 
Pt. "'' 158, 7-2 .. 88lrn3+0 .. 6ltli8m:;-·o. 3407m3+0.0285r.i3 (68) 
·" The compot t:~d valu.E.~.s o.t' P a ,r.d the r oot me.an S<(fuar e error, gi.ven by ( 66), 
·-t 
ar·e al.so lis ted :in 't,"l.bl.;~ V. The latter i.s a measure of the f it of the 
equation t o the d.!l.ta. 
The equ i l i brium vapors from fifteen ternar y so l utions were frozen , 
d:i ::;solved in cat·bc,n tet:ra(·hl.otidc: and t.he optical density dete rmined at 
2510 an d 1703 rrd.11:!.m:lcro::rs .. Th e ratio (c/c
2
) was c~lcal.ated from Equa~· 
tion (64).. The c:onc:entr:atlons !!"!
3 
(molali t y of CoCl 2 fr, rn.eth ,mrr.ol) and 
' . ,· ' 
the corre:s:pond:l'..ng ratios oi (C\/C
2
) ( d1:::.st.g1[).a te1d a,d B:) are tabulated in 





















CALCULATION OF pl AND p2 FOR THE.TERNARY SYST~ MeOH - CoC1 2 - EtC12 
MOLE RATI~ OF NeOH/EtC1 2 IN LIQUID PHASE CONSTANT S:t 2.0 
~~-----~--~----- --- - ---------~- ,.. ----
O. D,. 0. D, R _ R - m3 pt pt 
(25l.O) (1703) (obs.) (comp.) CoC1 2 (obs.) (comp.) 
0.2940 0.1626 · ·o. s3a 0.5383 . 0.000 158.7 158.7 
0.4188 0~2424 0.513 0.5136 0.'3178 157 .8 - 157.8 
0.3600 0.2132 --0.491 0.4932 0.6202 157.1 157.1 
0.3653 0.2220 0.472 -0;4688-- 1.038 156.1 156.0 
0.2760 0.1711 0.449 0.4496 1.387 155.1 , 155.1 
0.2898 --:0~836 0~4~6 0.4360 1.668 154.3 154.3 
o. 3608 - o~-2354~ o.423 0.4224 1.894 153.5 153.6 
o. 3618 . 0.2416 0.409 0.4098 2.167 152.8 152.6 
0.3591 0.2455 0.394 0.3957 2.453 151.5 151.5 
-o. 3304 0.2291 0.383 0.3826 2. 722 150.3 - 150. 3 
0.4224 0.3001 0.375 0.3727 2.933 149.3 149.3 
0.3751 0;2721 9.361 0.3631 3.125 148.3 148.3 --~·~ ... 
-- o. 3619 - 0. 26l-!-8 0.355 0.3543 3.359 .. 147 .o- '147.0 
-0.3632- 0.2672 0.352 o. 3506 - 3-:-455 146.5 146.5 
0.3981 0.2991 0.343' 0.3440 3.643 145.3 145.3 




































which be :Slt fit this data by least. squares method was found to be ' 
~ . - . 2 3 · 4 










Th~? computed values of the ratio _!! ar·e given in Table V · along with the : 
R. M .. S, error which is a measure of ·the Ht of the equation to the data. 
A ,_., 
Calculation of 2 1 .and £ 2 FrC>m !! and ft. 




can be calculated from Equations 
(18) and (19) on~e P and R axe known. 
-t -
. A 
Since the compu.te.d valu.es of !! 
A. 
an<l P were consi.dered, on the. average, more reliable. than the observed 
-:-t ' 




, ~J:'ne. calculated valutes of 
the partial pressure at var::l.01!.ll:S mcl,1:aHU,e:s are. Uste.d in Table V. 
Ac t:tvi t:y of CoCl.
2 
. :hi th,~ Te:r m.a :ry Sy:<lltem 




to ~he molality 
of CoC1
2 
was found by the method of le:a:s t s 1qt11ateB.. They are 
log p1 '"" 1 .. 9959- 0 . 031+06m3+o . 009:29m~· .. O. 00469m;+o . 0006m~ ( 70) 
log p
2 
::, 1. 77.S .54+0.0340.S,n
3
,,, 0 , 01086m~+0 . 004306m~- 0 . 0006m! (71) 
The.s: e. corres pon d to Equations (37) an d (38 ) mem.tilone:d in an earlier 
I 
s ection. 
Eqllnation (32) was solved to obtain a value for ~ (CoC1
2
) in the 
saturated t e rnary soluti,1n r.·e lativre to ,!(CoC1
2
) i.n the saturated binary 
* s olu tion . Thi. a vahne havl:o.g been dfJ termi.ne!d ~ the constant C i :n ~qua·~ 
ti.on (41) wa::; evalll.ll . .ate:d and all :Slllh :!l t,:quent vah1e.s of !!
3 
were calculated 
from Equation (41) , . Value .s of ~
3 
wEire calculated at O. 2 molal intervals 
of concentration over the range from the most di.lute so11llltion to satura-
tion. The calculated v.alue:s of .!
3 
at vari9ua cm1centrations are given 
in Table VI. 
ss 
TABLE V'I. 
·cAioCULA'.t.'ED VALUES OF 'THE AC'I'1.Vl:TY OF CoC12 lN 
'""'IE ,r,..,.RJ,1(•nv S''fS'.rEJ!i M OH. C Cl EtCl ,ti:. • ,U!, .• ,.,, ,fl.l.,,,,"·. " . .: C . - 0 , 2 - ~ 2 
_____ .,._ 
Mola.lity a3 
0. 3178 o. 0813 
0 ,f:iOOO 0.104.5 
006000 0.1617 
0 .. 8000 0.2206 
1.000 0.2826 
1.200 0.3500 
1.400 0. 42l}6 
. l. 600 0.509.5 
1.800 0 .. 6066 
2.000 0. 7190 
2 .. 200 0.8498 
2.LiOO 1.004 
2.600 1.1.81 




3. 643 2.693 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The problem of accour~ting for the thermodynamic behavior o·r a solu-
tion i s essentially one of developing theoretic.al .expressions consist-
ent with what :i..s known concernlng the: prope.l'.·t:ies of the components of 
the so.lut:lon which wi.11 expr,e ss the varfous properties of the solution 
as funct:i'..ons of qi~'lc.entr.:::i.tion, t empe.ratur1~ or other relevant variables. 
Before an attempt c:.an b(f nH:1.dei toward :Eormul.ating any e~xpxession to 
describe the proper.ties of s61uti.ons of cob.alt chloride ;i.n methanol and 
i.n methanol-ethylene chlo.i;-ide mi:11:tures it is necessary to g:i.ve a bri.ef 
desc:t1;1.ption of what: i :s thought ccnc.erning the various sped.es present 
in, the solution and the type. of interactions that can be expected as 
the. concentr:ati.on of the vad.ou.s co~.pone:rits :1.s change.cl. 
On the basis of s pe,.ctrophotometric studies , Katz in (27) has fur-
nished ev:'.i.dt,:nce t h,,>o t the. magm1ta color in dilute solutions of cobalt 
chloride in meth;,,::i.nol i.s due to the ihexacoo:rd:hiated species C0Cl2 • 4 
2 3 . 
MeOH, ad sp octahedral complex. In more concentrated solutions an 
:i.nte.nsely colored blue emtity :is form,ad f~t' whlch he proposes the formula 
CoCl.., , 2 MeOH; an 
,l. 
3 
r:1p type tetrahe dral com.pl.ex . '.l:he eviden.ce in support · 
of this formula, however· , is much less direct than tha.t for the tetra-
., 
solvate. In ,:.o·nc:entra.t.ed solutions both the magenta and the blue 
species are 1.n equdU.brit?m with each other and may be very easily 
interconverted by a :slight change i.n temperature. Evidence for stl;"ong 
binding of four ligands to cobalt chloride is provided by the 
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calculati.ons of Katz:i'..n (28) for the energy of binding of water in the 
hydrates of Coct
2
. He :show,ed for exampl,e that the second pair of water 
molecules is held aboiu1t 60% as strongly as the first and the binding of· 
alcohols :Ls alr:'JOSt equal to that of water. Jin vi.f~W of this it appears 
likely, asstllmi:ng that the assi.gnmieint of th€'. formula CoC1
2 
, 2 M.eOH to the 
blue :spec:te:s is cot"riACt, that two add:u.tio·nal methanol molecules must be 
held rather stro;ngly to the. te.trahe:dt'al comple:1e by ~;:le:ctrostatic attrac-
ti.on. Th,e hexa.co0>1tdlm1te con di. ti.on :li.s, rel.at:l:.vely 1ms t ar~ ble. at room tem-
ps:\ra.tur.e and can be,, cotcvet te,d to the bhue tetracoordina.ted specie..s by a 
slight increase in t,:?.tnpe.rature. . Paulf.;ng ; s c.oordinat ion theory accounts 
for this 'instability ,jn th1'i grrnmt1dri th.at C:o (lJt) hj.S onty stn.ren .electrons 
a:dded eo a nta:genta sohitt:tc,tt of cobalt chfor.ide :i:n. methanol (CoC12 '. 4 
MieOlt) ,· :it should b.e able to cottip•21t1.~ w:l'..th tttethattol fot: a coordination 
cd,tl:tdina:tton wf th th'i:i cobalt atotti.. S::ii'..1ruc.e both of t:heise e.ffects tend to 
. . . ! . . 
lesset1 the, .£i:ttt·t1.ct.:b.r f!I f1d!'.tceus b~\t'wt,eri1 t he: Goc:1
2 
.~md tti,ethatiol mole.cutes 
I . 
they sh:otlild tln.Ht tend to c,om,e~·t sotru,,i oL th0 Cot:1 2 • 1+ MeOH to C:oCL2 ' 2 
Me01L The c:ott1.rnt1:d,it,r.i m,a;'( h11, obs,ES:tVed vim.i:a11y hec1iu1.3e of the difference 
i:ttd.u:ctive or tr!:e.~otried,t, eff'ects d::fard.rthhed in the order :l'..ndicated. 
(Me) 2co ~ tt:zt' >· t·~Btl'.OH > n-Bt10H: > E:tC:1 2 > cc14 > cytlohe:ic.ane 
The et£ective,rtess: :i:.ti produ.c:l'.:ng the b1ue :species aho followed this same 
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order, indicating that, indeed, the methanol molecules in the hexacoor-
d!.nated CoCl 
2 
· 4 MeOR may be effectively removed from their coord:i.na· 
:.fort position by another molecule which exh:lbiU moderately strong 
1:i.teraction with methanol, or with the cobalt atom. 
The blue color observed in concentrated solutions of cobalt chloride 
in a variety of solvents including methanol and water has also bee.n ex-
plained on the basi:1 of complex-ion formation .. From conductance studies 
Wormser (71) concluded that a Coc1; entity exists in alcoholic solutions 
of cobalt chloride. In electrophoresis experiments with aqueous cobalt 
chloride solutions, Donnan and Bassett (10) observed that a blue entity 
migrated toward the anode and they po11tulated that it was Coc1 3 . Mellor 
(39) notes that the. addition of a salt which has very little tendency to 
form chloro-compl ex.:;R, 1: . g. calclum chlod de:, to a mag.en ta cobalt chlo-
ride solution causei, the aoluti.on to turn blue indicating that some 
chloro-complex of cobalt is formed .. On the other hand if a salt Hkt: 
zinc chloride which has a strong .te.ndenc:y · to form chloro-complexes is 
-added to a blue solution of cobalt chloride, the ~olution turn3 magenta 
indic.ating that some chloro-complelC cf d .nc is formed at the expense of 
the blue chloro-comple·K of cobalt . 
Even in fairly dilute solutions of cobalt perchlorate and lithium 
chloride Katzin (27) observed a blue entity at a Cl ;Co ratio of 3 : 1 . 
He cites spectrophotometric evi.dence to indicate that this blue entity 
is lnde.ed not the sa.11.e "6 the tetrahedral CoC1
2 
· 2 MeOH which is also 
blue. It seems rather likely that both blue species exist together in 
concentrated solutions of cobalt chloride . After many years of investi-
gation there is sti ll no general agreement as to the basis of the color 
change from magenta to blue in solutions of cobalt chloride , To be 
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s t,, t ·e: there :i.s strong and c.onv±'..111cing evidence: to support both the desolva-
ti.•.m m.H.t ,:::omplex~:l.cri lnterpr€tation:s . 
Ev.e:n thou1.gh no d.B,.t a ar.e av.aU.nble on the. partial pr.·.essures of 
ei.thyliP.,!lil~ chloridr:,-metlumol mlxt1n·E,:3, Scatchard and co-woI'ker:s (62) have. 
' . 
stmHe:d rathe.r ext:errtSively the systems etha1:11ol-chlo·roform and metha·nol• · 
carbon tetrachloride, lf one. can aesume. that ethylene chloride. behaves 
an.alogo1.1.sly to the other halogenat(id alkanes ~ there: :ts ml.l!c.h to be 
inferred from these stu1dies. Ethylene ,chlor:tde-·methanol mixtures, as 
we ll as the :syst,c!'ms mentio111ed .above, shew extremely large _  posi ti.ve 
dev i ations from Raoult OB law and Ifo.ir~ry 9 s law as might be expected con-
s:i.dering the nature: of the attra.c.U:ve fore.es :i.nvol ve,d, Methanol"" 
methanol interact:l'..on should be quite, stro1.1g becau;!ile of the great tend:.. . 
ency for hydro:x:yl grmtps t o hydroge,n bond" When the me t hanol aggregates · 
are broken by ethylene chloride, the escaping tendemcy of th_e methanol 
is i.nc:reasad beicau.se mei thanol=ethyle.ne chlod .. de lnteraction. is less than 
, ' 
the methanola•methanol. interacti.on whi.c.h f.~Xists in the pure liqui.d, ··· One · 
of the interesting and q1.dte u·o,e:icpect,1:,d r.es:tlllts that c::":l!!he from Scatchard,' s 
work was that the exce..'>s e.n tropy of mlx:ii.:ng for :soht ti.m'.l.s of methanol and 
carbon tetrachlo:r:tde w;as l!,e.,gaqy.§: ov,~r the eni:i.l.'.'e conc.entrati.on . t·ange, . 
and flllr.ther., thifilt in e:thauol·-c.hlorofm::n1 rcd~ctures the excess entropy of 
nri.xing w.a;; also negat:1'..ve: :!i.[b t he 'ii: thanol-d.(·.h. xrd.:x:tun.~s. Scatchird 
interprets thi.s to mean tha.t i.ITT solu t:i.on1,, e.:xhi.biUng negative exc.ess 
en.trop::1.,~'3 of m.:l'.xi.n.g, inter,actfon be.twiI,enl t he alcohol and the halogel!'llat~.d 
1ydroca·rbon giv.e:s aggrega.tes, · each of which cont a:tns more molecules . of 
alcohol than does' an aggregate without the halogen.ated hydrocarbon. The · 
:1.ttrac tive forc <es :l'..n the larget' aggregates must be weaker than those in 
:he pure alcohol, howt'~ver: , befatllse of the large positive deviations from 
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ideality actually observed in these mixt11reso Scatchard proposes that 
interaction of the alcohol oxygen with the hydrogen of the halogenated 
hydrocarbon takes place as well a.s interaction of the halogen with the 
alcohol hydrogen o This seems quite rea.sonable in view of the electro-
negativity and polarizability of the chlorine atomo It seems entirely 
reasonable to expect that the methanol-ethylene chloride system would 
behave in a manner similar to the other ~lcohol-halogenated hydrocarbon 
systems., and that large loosely bound aggregates of methanol and ethyl-
ene chloride would be formed in the methanol.-rich mixtures studied in these 
experim~ntso It nmst be ffltlphasis~d, however, that even though the 
exce$s. entropy may be· ne:gative the alcohol molecules are probably much 
mnre· loosely bound than in the pure stat:~ (a.s shown by the extremely 
large positive devfa.tions from Raoult'$ law) o TG give an idea .of the 
magnitude of the deviation from ideality found in the methanol-e-thylene 
chloride system, con.$.ider that a. 2~ 1 mixture of methanol .and ethylene 
chloride should give a partial pressure for methanol of 75 06 mm of Hg 
if the solution behaved ideally whereas the partial pressure actually 
obaerved w,as 99 o 1 mm of Hg o 
The· interaction between cobalt chloride and ethylene chloride may be 
assumed to be quite small bec,,mse the solubility of the anp.ydrous salt 
in ethylene chlorid~ was not measurableo 
The B:inary System, Cobalt Chloride - Methanol 
Figure IS shows El the partial pres.~ure of methanol as a ftm:etion 
of !J_ its. mole f'raetion in the solutiono If Raoult's law were obeyed 
over the ·concentration range measured, a would be given by the following 
-eqUp;tion o 
Figure 18 
Negative Deviations from Raoult 1 s Law 























• .89 .90 .91 .92 .93 .9 .95 .96 .97 .98 .99 1.00 
· Mole fraction . of' Methanol 
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The straight line which represents thie equation is also shown in Figure 
18. It waa opaerved that the methanol vapor preuure shows rather large 
negative deviations from Raoult' 1 law in solutions of cobalt chloride. 
The negative deviation@ ware interpreted to mean that the methanol-
cobalt chloridia interaction was gres.t~~r than th'3 uiethanol-methanol inter-
action in the pure liquid. and conaeque1rttly the salt must be rather 
extensively solvated in solution. '!'hh is in accordance with Katz in' s 
observation me.ntioned earlier, th~t in cli 1•.i:te. soh::tions, four methanol 
molecules are attached to every molecuie: of cobalt chloride by coordina-
tfbn, arid possiblj ~~veral more are ies~ stfbrig1y bound in the s~cond 
solvation sphere" 
W'he.n the sol1J1te-solvent interaction is suffic.iently strong, :iidynf:.;; 
ing (54) assuroed that each soiu.te m:::>lecule effectively removes sevetai 
molecules of thP- solvent from the role of: "free" solvent and. thereby 
decreases the solvent vapor pressure in solution. Stokes and Robinson 
have used essentially the same model in successful iy ac.counting for the 
iffect of hydration in increasing the activity coefficient~ dl iqueous 
solutions of electrolytes (59). 
Jn l1ne with Poynting 1 a theory, it was assumed that methanol would 
follow Raoul ti a law if the e-ffecttve mol~1 fraction.a were used in place 
of the stoichiometric mole fractions. The effective mole fraction ie 
written a>.'l 
(72) 
in t~rms of the moles of solvent ~land solute ~ 2 and the solvation 
number El Written in term!! of the respective stoichiometric mole 
fr ac tiona it i, 
(73) 
In order to ta.st the usefulness of the Poynting theory, ~l was substi.tuted 
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* ' tor ! 1 and Equation (72) lWH reuranged to give 
nl - •1 (nl + ~2) Ii!] i ( !.li.2 (1 - ~1)] (74) 
or udn{ thim m@it"@l @O~'W(ill!lllbtTu~li: molsUty notation we have 
31. 21 ~ 12.ll (75) 
which 1• of the form y ~ @~ + b" A plot of I v1. ~ 11 1bown in Fi1ur• 
~ 0.1 to N2 • 0.03) baa a 1lope of 
•~4 in agreement with thlfl formuh.tfon of a tetruolvate. The fact that 
to~?~ 0 probably ha• it1 explana-
"" 
tion in' the fact th!i!.t at low cm,cc2Kliti:'&11tions the cobd t chloride complex 
dissociates as a weak ~lectrolyt<Eo. lf on~ attempts to calculate the 
solvent vapor pressures from the assumption that Raoult'e law holds for 
i 
the undissociated tie t:rr@01DJl<Y'at!?l D h~ find@ ,that the e"Kperimental po!.nts 
fall on a curve IW'hiclrn )l}GlitffiU;n,11± v.:h.e calculated vapor pre,esure curve but 
which lies about l.S mTI b~lo~ it, This is ahown in Figure 20. For 
reference h sho,i,m a.l!iiri the Raoul t: ti a law line disregarding solvatio11. 
However, if th@ 1&\eEJ ion ia made that the tet~aeolvate dissocl· 
ates as a l~l electrolyt® t.!nd that the fons formed Ul" in equilibrium 
with the tetra.solvate, then the calculated values of the vapor pressure 
agree with the ob•ervad v~luea within experimental ~rr0r. 
Coneider the equiltb~i~m between the tetrasolvate CoC1 2 • 4 MeOH 
and the dissociat:i.on products Co(4Me0H)Cl+ and Cl 
-t •. 
CoC1 2 · 4 M~Ol-1 ~ Co(4MeOH)Cl ~ Cl 
If one mole of CoC1 2 · 4 MeOH dissociates into x moles of Co(4MeOHJCl+ 
and x moles of Cl - " the\ill. foir iany molali ty ~ of solute, the number of 
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Calculated and Experimental Vapor Pressures 
of . Methanol in Binary System MeOff - CoC12 
' 
'~ Raoult's Law ' -








.m (1 ~ '!) 
.,. . 
Cl 
tlcC7' (froo) Ill 31.21 - 4m 
31. 21 - 3m + mx 
Raotnlt's le~ ~or tho vapor preaeuro of the "free 111olvent" ii then 
written co 
(76) 
wb.o:n:o QE, th~ concemtr.!lticnm. of tha l1.on1zod species in . the "above equation, 
c am. be colculotecl from the fol10-1ing oxpr,udon for the dbsociation of 
tho totraoolvotc. 




[--....--- t:m -] [---=--mx -] JL 21-3m-l-mx 31. 21-3m+mx 
[
___..m {L.: .. :.!.L-.J 
31.21-3mtmx 









2 (1 + K) 
Substitution of (80) into (76) yields an equation in which the vapor 
(80) 
press1J1rQ .P.i is c function of g , the dieaoc1atiou coucant of ~he · te~ra-
solvate. 1£· .the value 2. 7 x 10·3 10 taken aa the dissociation constant 
!, then Equation (76) will expreu .l?i the vapc,r pressure of methanol as 
a function of ~ 2,the molality of coe1 2,well within experimental error, of 
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th.a actual obeerved value•. Figure 21 shows the excellent agreement be-
tween the ob1erved vapor preuure value, and .thoee calculated by lquatf.on . 
(76). 
An alternative may also explain the dependence of ~l on !!1 in the 
binary eolution studied. Whereas the previous model assumed a constant 
solvation number, but partial ionization of the solute over the entire 
concentration range, this second model assumes that ionization of the 
solute occurs to a negligible extent over the concentration range 
studied, but allows f@'if ,:u v.11rf.ation i.n solvation number of the solute 
with concentration. 
It is probably a gross oversimplification to re.present the system 
as ideal even after account h,as been made for the effect of solvati.on, 
for Hildebrand and Scott (19) • in their treatise. on the solubility of · 
nonelectrolytea, point out at least two other effects which may lead to 
deviations from Raoult'a law in mixtures of none.lectrolytes. These are 
: 
' 
(1) non-aero heat of mixing and (2) non-zero entropy of mixing. In 
I . 
fact they have proposed that if a .'chemical traatment i.s to have· any 
validity it must be superimposed not on. Raoult's law» but upon a normal 
internal pressure treatment, assuming reaeonable positive deviations 
from R.aoul t' s . law for the "true speci.es!' 
' 
· Fowler and Guggenheim (14) have emphasized the difficulty in sepa-
l 
rating these.effects except through their temperature 4ependence. Bow-
ever, i• tJ:ie absen,·e: o.f any experimental data from which to determine 
the magnitude of the deviations from ideality caused by the non-zero 
heat and entropy of mixing, all deviations from Raouit's law are thrown 
/ 
into the Poynti.ng equ4ltion and the parameter s is c;i'omputed for several 


















Experimental and Calculated Values for 
the Vapor Pressure of Methanol in the 
System CoC12 - MeOH Assuming Dissociation 
of the ,i'etrasolvate. 
--- Calculated from eq. (76 
® Experimental Values 
1000 o.5 1 1 • 2 3 
Molality of CoCI2 
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Figure 22 shows th.e dependence of §. upon coru::ent.ration thus calcu-
.lated for the system studiedo The general shape of the curve and the 
magnitude of the~ values seem quite reasonable~ 
In dilute solutions the solvatfon nmnber of nine could reasonably 
correspond to a CoC12 molecule with four coordinated methanol molecules 
and five methanol molecules in the second solvation sphereo .All inter 
action past the second solvation sphere is considered small and there'-
fore neglectedo The solvation number of nine remains constant.until 
nearly one quarter of the solvent :molecules are combine-do Robinson and 
.Stokes (59) have shown that in. a<:!tual practice~ observed l! values do 
remain essentially independent of conc.entration until about one quarter 
of the solvent molecules are combinedo After this point is reachedj} ~ 
decreases in a more or less linea.r fashion with N'llo At the higher con-=,,,, 
centrations near s,a:turation another lerveling off of the function is 
observed, for at high liz values even a minute decrease in the average 
solvation number involves a partial desolva.tfon of all the other solute 
molecules in solutiono The solvation number near saturation of 4a78 is 
,entirely rea,sonable in that some 9 though .necessarily limited~ inter--
action should be expected past . the first sol vat ion sphere which ,contains 
four coordinated mt<>thanol moleculeso 
If mlillerical values .of ], taken from the curve in· Figure 22 are 
substituted into the ·simple Poynting Equation (72), effective mole 
fraction values N:f are. obtained which necessarily cause RaoultV s law 
to reproduce the observed partial pressures of methanoL 
.In brief 9 two models have been proposed~ both of which assume four 
solvent molecules in the first salvation sphereo The first model assumes 
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concentration of "free 1S11Jlvent,'1 auuming a tetraaolvate ii due to die• 
1ociat:l.on of the htra1olvate into a 1:1 electrolyte. Th• diuociation, 
of cour10, res~lt• in a greater nUUtber of 1olut• particle• in 1olution. 
Sine, vapor pro11ure 11 a colligative prop•rty and 1• dependent on the 
· number of particle• proaont in 1olution tho net eff•ct of the di11ocia• 
tion would be to lower tho vapor pre11u1~• of tho ijolv•nt bolow that 
caused by an undbsociated tetraoolvate. 
The other model, while not excluding the pou:t.bUity of diuocia-
tion, essentially attributes thQ failuro of lquation (72) to account for 
the concentration of "fr•• solvent" to the ability of th• toluto aolecule 
to exert it, influ•nce pa1t the fir1t 1olvation 1phero and effectively 
"tie up11 1olvent molecules in thie second 1olvation 111phore:. 
Although one cannot be ab1olutely c:ertabl of the corroctneae of 
. . \ . 
either propoeed t.todel. the di11ociated tetrasolv~te model~, probably 
preferable to the ,latter one f.n which • variable eolvation number h 
· ueed, the value of • ',being determined aa rf>Honable or empirically from -,· 
the data. 
' 
Al though the proposed mode la do not apecifically support Katzln' •" 
characterization of the disolvate specie•, neither do the.y specifically 
teatify againat it. Katzin's conclusions were based on spectrophoto-
\metric studies of the va~iou1 colored species in solution. The observed 
' ;\ I 
color changes are the result of gross pet.urbatfoni, in the electronic 
environment of the cobalt atom> but are not necessarily related to the 
actual solvation number of a parti.c:ular speciea. 
It is not at all unlikely, aa pointed out earlier, that even aeawa-
ing Kat&in'a characteri.zation of the blue species aa CoC1 2 , 2 KeOR 11 
correct, two additional methanol molecul~s could be held rather 1trongly 
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to th• tetr•ha~ral complex by fairly 1trong electroitatic attraction. 
Prom tne vapor pre.uure data alone it :ta quite difficult to infer 
anything concerning th~ e:detenca of the CoClj 1poc1.H •• propoHd by 
othor1 becauH the d:!.uocia1tion 2CoC1 2 -+ Coc1++coc13 do11 not r1pr1Hnt 
an increase in tha number of particles preaent and hence 1hould not 
affect the co111aat1ve propertia1 of th• eolution. 
In view of Donnan I e, B,HH tt O e D and Wormeer' 1 evidence for the 
ex11t1nce of a Coc1; ion even in concontrated 1olution1, it 11 rea1on• 
able to expect that at l~ast ei Q'@C),11 degree of diuociation 1hould be 
observed in dilute aolutiona. This 11 in accord with the di11oci4ted 
tetra1olvate modal proposed ea~lier~ 
Since Xatzin had proposed, on the basis of spectrophotometric 
studies, that in fairly d:lbllte solutions cobalt chloride exists as the· 
undissociated entity CoC1 2, and our:model allows only slight. dissocia-
tion even in dilute solutions, it was expected that the salt would behave 
essentially as a nonelectrolyte over most of the concentration range. 
For many solutions of nonelectrolytes it is observed that ln £2 is a 
linear function of ! 2• Robinson and Stokes (59) bave presented the 
following explanation which is reproduced he:re, Starting with the Gibbli• · 
Duhem equation for a binary solution of a nonelectro.lyte one has 
dGl ... - N 2 
Introducing·act:ivity coefficients it can be shown that 
It is clear that &ts N2-;, 0~ e!th.~r of two things must happen. 






d ln f2 
dN2 
Guggenheim (16) points out that S:tatistical theory requires that long-
range forces must operate if the second alternative is to occur. But 
nonelectrolyte'S: are characteri~ed by sh.Ort-range forces betwe:en solute 
particles and consequently the first alternative muat apply. If this is 
so then 
d In f2 
dN2 
a constant as N2~o. 
If ln f2 is expressed as a power series in !z, the first term must con-
tain ~ to the firs.t power 
ln f2 = AN2 + mi . . • 0 • II' 0 6 
In Equation. (85) !.z is the activity coefficient obtained by choas.ing the 
ideal 1 molal solution as the standard state. rr the saturat~d solution is 
.chos.en as the reference state, as in this work, then on~ obtains 
Iii •. 
'Whl're ln K is defined ,by: the equation 
ln K = 1n r2(s) 
f20 
• • + 1n K 
Hence in dilute solutions of none·lectrolytes. a plot of ln f 2 (sJ vs N2 
shou:ld produ(le a straight line of slope !_ • Although the power s;eriea 
indicates that for large, values of 1!2- d·eviations. from linearity may occur, 
neve-rtheless, it is found in practice that for many nonelectrolytes 1n 
tz is. linear with !z up to mole' fractions in the neighborhood .of Nz = 
0.08 -· .0,09 (65). This is about the 'Concentration <,f cobalt chlorid~ in 
very cmcentrated solutions in mtthanol. If, however, in the· very 







then long~,,rc1,uge electrostatic attractions and repulsions would be found 
an.d as mem.tioned earlier~ Equation (84) would hold and a slope of nega-
tive infinity w·ould be obtained in very dilute solutionso 
Figure 23 shows ln f 2 .plotted against .!.z the mole fraction of the 
solute in the binary solutiono .Ln f 2 was linear with N2 from the satu~ 
rated solution to N2 '=' Oo02 which supports the assmnption made earlier 
that.CoClz exists primarily as the mdissociated molecule in moderately 
dilute solutions o . In the dilute region around N 2 0 o 01 the experimental 
points deviated from linearity and the m.wve began to asswne the shape 
typical of electrolyteso Our data do not give the required negative 
infinite slope because measurements were not made at sufficiently low 
values of N.2 o Even in aqueous solutions of strong electrolytes the 
curves of activity coefficient vso concentration do not show large nega-
tive slopes until the very dilute regions are reachedo It should also 
be strongly emphasized 9 ho'We'ii~er, that accurate determinations of the 
solute activity in dilute regions by. integration of the Gibbs'7Duhem 
equation is extremtely diffic'!Jllt { 69), and too much significance should 
not be placed upon the shape of the curve in this regiono 
Since ln f 2 was found to be linear with N2 over most of the con-
centration range studiedJ Equation (86) can be written 
(88) 
This equation suffices to express ln f 2 as a function of B,2 over most of 
the concentration range with an error of about ! LO%o Since 
and 
( ) .(16. SN']) + Oo 675) f 2 s "' e · k, (90) 
. then the activity of solutions of cobalt chloride in methanol~ using the 
Figure- 23 -
1n ! 2 (Rational Activity Coefficient) vs 
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saturated solution as the reference state can be ac·curately ~press-ed by 
a2 = Nz e.(16.5 N2 + 0,675) (91) .. 
The Ternary System 
Cobalt C}:iloridi3 .,. Methanol ~ Eth!lene Chloride 
The v.ariation in the thermodynamic properties of the components of 
th~ ternar,y mixture as a function 0f concentration are cm.siderably more 
difficult to ir).terpret than are the variations in the :eorresponding · 
propert:i.es of the components of the binary syste~. Re.tere11-ee to. Scatchard's 
work (61,62) on mixture~ of alp-ohols and halogenated hydrocarbons shows 
that mixtures of such compounds show large posi,tive deviations trom RaQult;'s 
law, and that over c~rtain, concentration ranges, an extremely small 
chang~ in the e_(.mcentration of either. COID.J)OD.ent makes. a considerable 
change in th~ part:i.al pre,1:1sure of both c~ponents. At other c.oncen-
trations, howevtr, th,e reverse ia quite true. 
At the pres.ent time there ap~ars to be no really satisfactory 
theory of strong orientation.al effects froni which one piay deduce the 
thermodynamical properties of the ablution from the proper:tie;S. of the 
pure components. Because of' hydrogen bonding, liqu:i.ds such as meth~ol 
a.re- doubtless associated, and the influenc~ of another l:i,qui4 component 
is. almost impossible to predict. -· In fact, inve'Stigation.s of the srune 
system by diff~ent techniques have often resulted in conclusions quite 
-
in variance: with each other. F0r exrunple, in the sys.tern methanol-carbcn 
tttrachloride, the ratio of methanol monomer to the total alcoh-ol con-
centration has be~ measured by infr.a:ted spectroscopy and for <lilu-t;e 
s olutions o:(" methanol in tarbon t~trachloride- was found to be: in 
'e~cellent agreement with that calculated frcm thermod,ynrunic data, 
assuming a 11:chemfoal ®quilibriu:m betweiem the monomer and polymer species 
of methanol, but ~~ c:o:mplexe! be:ing formed between the methanol and car-
bon tetrachloride (55) o On the other hand Sicatchard et al (61 9 62) have 
calculated the entropy of :mL~ing of these two liquids and found it to be 
negative over the entire concentration. range o 1'hey concluded that meth-
anol must form aggmam with carbon tetrachloride eraen in dilute solu-
tions a Although this is not the identical system studied in this worki 
it is anologous and emphasi~es the difficulty involved in arriving at 
even a qualitative desrcript.fon of the alcohol"4l.alogenated hydrocarbon 
systemo 
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Addition of anhydrouSJ cobalt chloride to ~uich a mixture would be 
expected to change the effelCt:bre mole ratio of the two liquids owing to 
solvation of the salt by one of the liquids only o The !Change in effec--
tive mole ratio would cause the vapor pressmres of the two liquid 
components to vary in a manner very difffoult to predkto The following is 
an attempt, however, to acc:ount for, at least in a qualitative fashion, 
the behavior of the various rcicrmpments as a function of salt concentra--
tion o 
One might prediiet that the eff'eet of :introducing cobalt chloride 
into a mixture of €J!thylene iehloride and methanol would be to increase 
the effective mole fra1Ction of the ethylene :chloride and to decrease the 
effective mole fx\aiction (and thus the vapor pressure) of the alcohol 
through solvation of thei rcobalt chloride by the stronger base meitha.nol o 
That this is in qualitative agreement with observation is shown by the 
curves in Figures 24 and 250 
Figure 24 shows an increase fu the vapor pressure of ethylene chlo-
ride with an :increase m the concentration of solute CoCI2 o Although it 
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Figure. 24 
Partial Pressure of EtC12 in Equilibrium Vapor 
. . 
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is inconceivable that such a condition could exi1t in a binary 1olution, 
it f.s ea1Uy explained in the ternary 1olution. Th• factor which cauue 
the increase in ~2 with an increa1e in ~3 (and con1equently a decreaae 
'1n mole fraction 12) l• the 1olvation.of the solute with methanol, but 
not with ethylene chloride. Thh aolvation effectf.vely remove, methanol 
from the role of a 1olve11t and leavea it: unavailable to "tie up" ethylene 
chloride molecules in c0111plexee or aggregates. One may envision the 
situation thue. Ivery methanol molecule which becomes as1ociated with 
the added CoC1 2 , frees several ethylene chlori.de moleculu which it 
previously held in a weakly bound aggregate. 
Th• ·wtoicbiome:tric eole fraction of ethylene chloride in the ternary 
solution is, of cour1e, given by the defining equation. 
•2 - 1l2 
nl + n2 + n3 
(92) 
But, if nery cobalt chloride mole<:ule is solvated with !. molecules of 
•ethanol, then the efhctive mole frac:tion of ethylene chloride would be 
expreued by 
(93) 




fraction ! 2 end he~ce the partial pressure ~ 2 • increase• as the molal-
lty of th~ solute ~3 i~creaaes. 
From Figure 24 one observes that s.t a cobalt chloride molali ty of 
about .3.2 a f~attenin& out of the curve occurs, Le,, r 2 increases less 
rapidly with inc.reoaif.ng '!!J· lxmaina.tion of Eqtu11tion (93) shows that a 
* decrease in.! at high concentrations would cause ! 2, and presumably ,E2 , 
to become more nearly. coustant as ~ 3 increa•es. This decrease in solV'a-
tion number in ne4rly 1aturated 1olutions is certainly to be expected 
and is in ace.Ord with the siolvation mod~l proposed earlier for the binary 
solutiono 
Figure 25 shows the expected decrease in partial pressure E..i of 
methanol with increasing solute concentration o As. with the binary solu-
tion, the decr~ase in partial pressure is due primarily to the s.olvation 
of the C0Cl2 with the methanol and the resultant decrease in concentra= 
tion of nrreen, methanol. The deerease in partial pressure is .a linear 
function of the iconcentration of solute and is given within experimental 
error by the equationo 
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P1 = 99ol - 60611 m3 (94) 
Comparison of Figures 15 and 25 reveals some interesting points o The 
saturated binary solution contains 3o39 moles of cobalt chloride per 
1,000 grams of methanol, while the .saturated ternary solution contains 
9.26 moles of cobalt chloride per 1 1 000 grams of methanoL Even though 
ethylene chloride alone does not dissolve cobalt chloride, it greatly 
enhances the ability of me·thanol to do soo One may conjecture that the 
reason for this behavior is due 9 at le.asrt partly, to the fact that 
ethylene chloride breaks up the strongly bound methanol aggregates and 
forms weakly bound methanol-ethylene chloride aggregates, similar to the 
situation proposed by Seateh,;:1rdo The free energy for the ~olution of 
cobalt chloride in methanol can ·b~ considered to consist essentially of 
two partsi 
gates. and~ 
1) the free ~nergy of depolymerization of methanol aggre-
2) the frCeJ~ energy of solvation of the saltp Since: the 
former process requires the expenditure, rather than the releaae of 
energy it is obvH>us that any condition which will reduce the energy 
required to depolymeri!le the methanol aggregates will .increase the 
solubility of the salt p This is precisely the behavior reported by 
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Scatchard in the meth&nol-carbon tetrachlorid~ system. Addition of c.ar• 
bon tetrachloride to methanol cauted the disruption of small strongly 
bound methanol aggregat~a and the formation of larger more loo1ely bound 
aagregates of methanol and carbon tetrachloride. 
Figure 26 ahows the activity coeff:f..cient of CoCl.2 on a mole fraction 
ecale plotted against the concentration (mole fraction) of the 1alt. Tll.• 
activity coeffici~nt is again computed relative to.the saturated binary 
1olution of CoC1 2 in methanol taken as .uni.ty. Comparison of the cu-rves 
in Figures 23 and 26 shows that ~hereas both activity coefficient curve, 
I 
f.ncrease with increaaing salt concentratf.on, the ternary system doe• not 
show the falling off ar. low concentrations found in the binary sy1tem. · 
this is believed to be the: re.sul t of diuociation 1.n the bin11,ry mix-
turea at lower concentrations. l'he lowering of thEI ,,J.ielectri.c constant . 
of methanol (C • 33.1) by ethylene ;chloride(€• 10.4) would be expected 
to favor ionic auociatione at greater. dilation• than i.n the biua,:·y · 
methanol solutions. 
Robinson and Stokes (59) have pointed out that a teat of their 
hydr.at1'..on hypotheda would be a study of ternary systems composed of 
' 
I 
water, an elect!;'olyte and a nonelecitrolyte component which did not 
solvate the electrolyte. They rec.ognized the difficulty in finding a 
suitable system for making such a test because of the. effect of a change 
in di.electric constan~ .i.ipon the degxee of ionic auociat::l.on. Their 
&quation would attribute all of the deviations from 1deality to electro• 
1tat1c forces and to ionic solvation. An attempt was made to apply 
similar consideratf.ons to ·the syste.m &tudf.ed i.!l this re.search by assum-
.ing complete ionic association ·of eobalt chlori.de in the binary solvent 
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frca ideal bohl!Vior WGirc attributed to 1olvation. lt wa, found, howeyer, 
that tho Robin?Ol!l and Stob1 t:hooty could not account for all deviation, 
from ideallty in tercA of mothsnol eolvation alone. 
. •. .., ... .. 
If the ~~Q OSO~tiODO ·ora made, the lobiOQOft and Stokes theory 
-'to.m~o to an oq~tion of tho form 
Y3 • activity coefficici.1t cf CoC1 2 on the mole fraction. scale 
o ca, oolvt!!tion ntm:ifuicr. cf CoC,1.2 with cethsnol 
a 1 • cethsnol gctivity 
~(;ix*) • ~~tio of .colo fracttona e.!i.'\lculaited without ':and with 
~ . 
consider«iU.o~ of eolvatl"'n of CoC12 with I soles of 
,uthanol reapecd.vely. 
(9.5) 
Since the ratio. of mole· fractions is (n+-m3~B<n+m3) it J.s obviouo that 
.. ,.. 4: .. 1,·,r- .· ', . , ,. _, • . ,._ 
:'t(anc'·~ ·,(t~e ~W'nber df mo lbs of solvent mixture) f.s constant, ud large . 
in,Co.m.p~riscm With _the palt Jl!IOlality !!3 , the mole fraction ratio becomes 
~pproxim.!ltely conot~t'. ~nd is given appro:dml!tely by (1 - o I n). In' 
.cider to teot the dpplicabilit.y of Equation (95) to the MeOH - EtClz -
• ' . I 
e.&~l~ oyiteu>' the activity coafficie~t of CoC12 'mtHt be referred to the 
dto~. of ._1nfiimits .. ~Uution: i~ th~ =~tbimol-ethylene chloride solvent 
'J!!littt:ure. · Unfo'rtu~c.taly 'the ~1J'crimental data do not aUov a. reliable 
extrapoh\t:l.on to bo m~de to thh ,mtate, end as pointed out earlier, the 
, activity cocfficiente are al 1 referred to tho saturated binary mixture 
""-_f'. C~l2 . .end W,iet~'!'M>L, l~e.tion J9S) beemn~s, tq.t11refo:re, 
' 
lq.g Y f"' .- o log a1 - log (l, ;;. 's/ts) - log k 
.ll'here ! t~ "die prOJ1'0'l':tionaU. ty c.om,tont required wJ{en the ac:'tivit7 
coefficients are calculated rela,ti,ve to the stati of the saturated 
(96) 
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aolution •• mentioned above. The experie•ntal data plotted•• 10111 3 
againat loa a1 fall en a 1traight Hne above about 1. .5 molal with a 
slop• of!• 5.3 . The data d~vi4te mark•dly from linearity below 1.5 
mGlal, however. It 11 doubtful if any g1·eat lignificance can be attached 
to the linear aec tion, however, bec•ue,e l 1n•arity in itself doe• not 
con1tituta • check of Bquation (96) 1iuce the approximate theoretical 
value of the inttircept log k (l - s/N), contdtu th6 unknown constant k. 
A plot of Equation (96) 1~ given in Pig~re 27. 
Factore possibly cont.ribU1Uo.g to the nonideality of CoC1
2 
in the 
ternary system, othe,r thdn ~olvation, might includP. large differences 
in molar volumes, configurational entropy, etc. It aee•• unlikely, 
however, that such f11.ctora ar~ st 1.mportar.t •s salvation in causing 
the act:l.v1ty coeffic l.u,t to lncre.aae with i:1cre,,•a:fng concentration. ln 
retrospect it seem~ pr.·obacle th4t a choice of a beitter understood .solvent 
pair, e "g., MeOH - cc1
4
, mi.ght have enablE.d one to give a more aati1fac-
tory theoretical interpretati.on of the exp~rfmental data, However:, the 
choice of the uu, t banol-ethylene chloride system was made because it 
seemed particularly amenable to lnveetigatiou by the f.nfrared tec:hniq~e., 
which waa one of the primary objectives of thb work . 
Figure 27 
Test of Robinson and Stokes' Hydration Theory 
I 
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